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Senior Superlatives

Class of 1990
Most likely Darin Fink
Most likely to do your dishes Pete Crispino
Most likely to be psyched about the reunification of Germany
Andre Demarest
Most likely to have their panties stolen Deb O'Neil & Sueann
Johnston
Most likely to take her shirt off for a nickel Michele Mpnsour
Best Dressed Dave Mullen
Most likely to sink into his mattress never to be seen again Chris
DiMauro
Most missed transfer Jim O'Mara
Class Substance Abuser Chris Brown
Most likely to flip his car Tom Poon
Nudest Wee Willie Peet
Biggest Gut Chris DiMauro
Worst freshman record pictures Rob Rosta & Binky Riordan
Most likely to kick your ass if you call him "Bill" Mike Peet
Most likely to kick your ass for any other reason Mike Peet
Most likely to win a Jamie Lee Curtis look-alike contest Kate
Morrison
Most likely to appear in Solarcaine commercials Diane Graham
Most likely to wake the dead Melissa Pender
Most likely to trip down the aisle on her wedding day Liz Grande
Most likely to lose her head if it weren't attached Liz Schiebel
Most likely to have multiple husbands Lisa Schweizer
Most likely to have her license revoked for reckless driving Helen
Ferreira
Most likely to go to jail for bankruptcy Kerri Gould
Most likely to be late for graduation Claudine Gibbons
Most likely to get caught with his mouth open Brendan Sheehan
Meanest Scott Arnold
Most likely to become a Solid Gold dancer Bob McGuinness
Class Couch Potato Glenn Perigaut
Most likely to be Mr. Mom Tim McAuliffe
~-~
Most likely to tell a tall-tale Chris Hynes
Most likely to run a health club Glenn Tydlesley
Most likely to divorce his wife for a "pop-a-shot" machine Sean
Carroll
Most likely to be offended by this Amy Kerr
Most likely to become "the mayor" Ted McDermott
Most likely to become Howdy Doody Brendan McManus
Most likely to be a shoe salesman Lou Cartnick
Biggest threat to pedestrians Meg Eckenroad
Most likely to be on the newly wed game Sue & Tim McAuliffe
Most likely to be arrested for disturbing the peace Molly O'Bryan
Most likely to be mistaken for Molly O'Bryan Mollie O'Brien
Sweetest Brian Greene
Most likely to miss graduation because a hair is out of place
Shelagh Morey
Most likely to forget what cash looks like Taya Zbell
Most likely to be found repotting plants Joe DeLuca
Nuttiest Chris Jackson
Future Editor Swank magazine Joe DeVito
Homeliest Frank D'Orazio
Most likely to live in a cardboard house Mike Boucher & Lynne
Starapoli
Life of the party Dave Mezzapelle
June Cleaver of the '90s Melissa Christian
Future Fire Inspector Kevin Stevens
Most likely to blessed with beautiful women Dean Walton
Most likely to be found chasing little boys Clare Yauch
Most likely to make Kamikaze skiing an Olympic sport Greg
Smart
Most likely to have no clue Tom Feeley & Tom Raymond
Most likely to go into the Sound in 30 degree weather Joey Petrozzo
Most likely to come up short Barb O'Rourke & Brian Walsh
Most likely to be found hanging on the Sea Grape door at 3 p.m.
Brendan McMannis & Jen O'Malley
Most likely to be shot in the back by a female Pat Brainard
Most likely to blow up a fish tank Joey Petrozzo
Most likely to become a public defender Turtle
Most likely to get a job with T. V. Guide Brian Walsh
Most likely to hang with the boys Jen O'Malley
Most likely to say "I'm gonna miss you guys" Johnny Gallagher
Most likely to be found with his track shoes on in bed Shep
Most likely to zulu in the Regis parking circle John P. Shea, Jr.
Most likely to be riding on the short bus Todd Raymond
Most likely to say, "you stole my heart" Shep
Most likely to be called Shep Lou Cartnick
Most likely to eat all the M&M's Anne Ronzoni
Most likely to be walked in on Joey Isaac
Joe Fairfield Joe DeVito
Most likely to be seen on Dance Party USA Chris Codeanne
Most likely to win a mini-skirt contest Barb Cieplinski
Most likely to injure his fellow classmates Sean Egan
Most likely to found in the FUSA office making a personal phone
call Sean Leyden
Most likely to be mistaken for a reptile Mike Pompeo
Cheeriest Chris Vergara
Shyest Susie Davison
Most likely to date your 14-year-old sister Ron Jason
Most likely to want to be a "most likely" Darin Fink
Most likely to lose the wedding ring Dave Arnott
Most likely to be in Cheers every week for no apparent reason The
Garage
Most likely to invent a new sex toy & then break it Pat Balch
Best body Jim Crowley
Wimpiest Tony Posca
Ultimate wife Christine Toner
Most likely to be a gynecologist Mike Garvin
Most likely to need a ride somewhere Liz Schiebel
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It's Just About Over
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor Emeritus
Well, it's just about over.
Four years. Four years of fun.
Four years of change. Four years
of friends. Four years of good
times and bad times.
It is Sunday, April 22 at 11:30
am. Outside it is 75 degrees and
sunny. There is a huge line outside
Gonzaga for tickets to Dogwoods.
I can hear laughing and talking.
Spring has arrived.
It is the last month of school
for the Class of 1990, and I am sure
they are going to make the best of
it. My senior class is incredible.
We have had a lot of great times together - from Orientation to all our
numerical nights. In the dorms,
and at the Townhouses and the
beach.
It is so hard to fit four years
of memories and emotions in just
one edition of The Mirror, let alone
one article. There are some things
I just want to tell my friends and
classmates.
To the Garage, where I have
lived, for two years with Karen
Spiliotis, LindaRiccardi, and Katie
Corcoran: We have had some
bizarre times together, including a
deluge of crickets and an attack of
the killer birds. It's hard to believe, that in one month, the Garage will no longer be our home.
We have to stay in touch, because
the past fours years have been too
■ great to let them go. I love you
guys.
And, Laura Frauenhofer,
thanks for being like a fifth housemate to us.
To the Jetty and Margaritaville, as well as Patti and Ann
from TH 87,1 had a great time with
you guys in Texas. From Rincons
to Sunchase to the Radisson, there
was something to do every minute
and always someone to keep you
company. Especially at 4 am in the

hot tub. I am glad I go to know all
of you this year. It's been quite an
experience.
To all my friends at the
Townhouses, like Snake and Barb
and Brian and all the guys from
Ground Floor, I'm sorry I didn't
get to spend more time with you,
but you're a big part of my time at
Fairfield.
To new-found friends, like
Pete and Chris from TH 71. It's
never too late to meet members of
the Class of 1990.
To Strawberry, my old
roomie, it was great living with

you. I hope your next year will be
just as great as my Senior Year.
To John Courtemance,
you're cool.
To all my friends at the beach
- the Big House, the Guys Duplex
B, the Outback, and all the other
houses that my brain is too dead to
think of right now - I'll always
remember the morning parties, the
late nights, and the Sea Grape.
I refuse to say goodbye.
There is no reason to. We have
plenty of memories and plenty
more to come. I'll see you soon.
I hope the Class of 1990
enjoys the Senior Edition.

The Crew from South Padre, Texas

The
Fairfield
Mirror
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor Emeritus
This the last time I can sit at
this computer and type in my
byline. It's a terrifying thought
that I will not be able to work at the
The Mirror any longer. Sure,
we'll keep in touch and AnnMarie
plans to send an issue to me every
week, but that's the extent of it.
It's over and I'll miss it.
This newspaper has sometimes taken up as much as 70 hours
a week of my time. It has taken
precedence over classes, homework, and social life. It has kept
me up late at night and gotten me
up early in the morning. It has
given me grief in the form of unhappy readers and complaining
members of the University community.
But somehow, all the work
was worth it. I am happy leaving
The Mirror to AnnMarie Puck-

haber and her staff next year. She'll
do a fantastic job, I am sure. The
staff has great potential. No, The
Mirror will never be the same as
this year but it will be original, and
even better.
I want to thank all of my
staff, because I wouldn't have been
able to do it without them.
AnnMarie, you were a great help
throughout our years together. I
know I drove you crazy sometimes
and you had to listen to a lot of my
babbling, but I hope some of it will
stay with you.
■ Joe, you have added a great
deal of variety to my life. Your
creativity is astounding. I can
honestly say that I was never bored
when you were in the office. You
taught me so much, and I am grateful.
Ric, thank God you know

sports, because the section would
never have been so great without
you. You know the last thing on
my mind is baseball and basketball. You took a lot of pressure of
me with the section. And, though,
at times, I spent time on the phone
dealing with angry calls, I wouldn't
have wanted to deal with them for
anyone else.
I don't know where I'll be
next year, just as many seniors are
unsure. Where will I live? Where
will I work? And who will I stay in
touch with?
One of the only things I am
sure of is my past at Fairfield
University as Editor jn Chief of
this newspaper. It has been a
wonderful experience. ANd I also
have made some incredible friends.
Thanks, guys, I'll miss you.

I'd like to thank all the seniors for their contibutions for The Senior
Edition of The Mirror. Every article received was printed. Please
understand that every effort was made to print as wide a variety of
pictures as possible. About 60 percent of those received were printed.
Congratulations and good luck, Class of 1990.
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An Editor's Thank You
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
As I approach the end of my
junior year, I can not believe how
fast the time has gone by. So, lean
just imagine how all of the seniors
must feel.
This year, graduation is taking away three very close friends
of mine and I have yet to decide
what I am going to do without
them next year. These three, of
course, are Lynn Ann Casey, Ric
Brown, and Joe DeVito.
Many people would be amazed at
Lynn, Ric, and Joe's dedication to
The Mirror. They placed it before everything else. They sincerely
care about what goes on on this
campus and what's going to happen to the University in the future.
They devoted endless hours to listening to the students and the
administration in an effort to serve
both as best they could. It is because of the the work of Lynn, Ric,
and Joe that The Mirror is going
to be a strong and efficient paper in
the years to come.
On top of being tremendous

assets to the paper, Lynn, Ric, and
Joe are also terrific friends and I
would like to take this time to
thank them for their friendship.
I have been following Lynn
up through the ranks of the paper
since my freshman year and everything I know about running The
Mirror I learned from her. We
have worked very closely over the
last year or two and during that
time have become good friends. I
know the paper is going to miss
Lynn next year, but I personally
am going to miss her even more.
Lynn is the type of person
who takes charge and has a lot of
determination. I respect her for
that, that is what made her a great
editor, and because of that I know
she is going to have no problem
adjusting to the "real world".
I have really only become
close to Ric this past year. Ric says
exactly what's on his mind and
does exactly what he wants. Some
people may not like this, but that is
exactly why I like Ric. He's honest and sincere and you know you
can always count on him.
Ric will be going on to law

school after graduation and I know
he is going to be a great success.
He's a good guy and I'm really
going to miss having him around
next year.
Then there's Joe. Believe it
or not I was scared of Joe my
freshman year. If you asked me
then if I would ever be good friends
with him I probably would have
laughed. But, three years later, Joe
and I are close friends.
Joe is certainly one of a kind
and has made his mark on Fairfield. You can always count on
him to cheer you up and make you
laugh, but he also has a very serious side that many people may not
see. There is a side of him that is
very sweet and if you know that
side of him you can't help but love
him.
;
Joe is a very talented individual and I am sure that we will be
seeing his short stories and poetry
among the best sellers in the very
near future.
Good luck you guys. I only
hope that I can make you proud of
The Mirror next year.

The Fairfield Mirror
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More Superlatives
Most likely to star in Karate Kid Part IV Kris Ferone
Most likely to sleep with Wayne Gretzky Ric Brown
Most Satanic Dave Williams
Most likely to spooge on your Cheapie Denis Saulnier
Most likely to say she's with the band Kristin Morelli
Most likely to cater to his wife's every whim Jim Kallio
Most likely to have 2.2 kids, a dog, & a white picket fence Matt
Monohan
Most likely to dress like your kid brother James Snoop Ryan
Most frequent punchline Chris Hogan's mom
Class Hostesses The Fishbowl
Most likely to be mistaken for a #2 pencil Chris Codeanne
Most likely to be beaten by his wife John Gallagher
Class Senior Citizen Grandpa Ted
Most likely to be discovered as the missing link Joe Caravela
Most likely to DJ at his own funeral Ben Jaurigue
Most likely to be a priest Mike Dileo
Best Airbands Group Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Most likely to keep the change Dennis Thibeault
Class Chatterbox Frank Morgillo
Most likely to elope Brendan McManus & Tricia Hanle
Most likely to cheat on his wife and tell his kids Brian Peters
Most delucious Kim Schluter
Most likely to beat his kids Brian Cleary
Most likely to flirt and not mean it Chris Bendowski
Most likely to be a comic book hero Andres B,
Most likely to talk his way into a women's prison Darin Fink
Class pugilist Charlie Rocco
Most likely to watch Public Television Sandy Perillo
Most likely to wear a babushka Stephen Freyermuth
Most likely to have the heebie-jeebies Melissa Garbukas
Most likely to slam dunk JoAnn Farley
Most likely to marry Carol Alt Ric Brown
Best future husband Tom Pellegrino
Most likely to be found in Sam Carucci's room Michele Salinardi
Most likely to become a game show host Christine Zorovich
Most likely to make the covers of Time and Cosmo in the same year
Kimberly Genova
Worst timing Mark Scwendemann
Most likely to call The Love Line Rob Tockarshewsky
Most likely to have the nation's highest car insurance Maura
Synnott
Best dance date John Monroe
Most Raegan Armata
Most likely to be killed by his own men Dave Ciampi
Most likely to be mistaken for a Soviet leader Muhail Svab
Most likely to become a ballroom dance instructor Sean Looney
Most likely to be mistaken for Leona Helmsley
Most likely to be the highest-paid U.S. divorce lawyer Mike DiLeo
Most likely to be Hans and Franz Paul Horton & Joe Caravella
Most likely to be talking to a deaf-mute Brenda Aube
Most likely to become a closet alcoholic Lauren Kornett
Most in need of a nick-name Snake
Most likely to wrestle 5 housemates at the same time and win Sean
Reilly
Class Bigamist Rob Tockarshewsky
Class 8-Head Chris Hogan
Most subdued Carren Dolan
Sharpest Jen Pinnick
Class clown Sue Begley
Loudest New Yorker Maureen Perkowski
Most likely to be mistaken for a "mom" Darrell Ponzio
Most likely to do anything for money Kim Gould
Most likely to smoke it Regina Amen
Most likely to "shoot her eye out" Lisa Zuckerman
Most likely to sip it through a straw Cynthia Moline
Most likely to pundigrion Frank Schweitzer
Most likely to be judged by his size Scott Samele
Most likely to say no a Bud Light Gretchen Muchalight
Best driving record Ann Gaccione
Most likely to sniff anything Barbara Beck
Most likely not to understand this Karen Fitzpatrick
Most eligible bachelorette Kara Hession
Most likely to charge it Kara Hargraves
Most likely to spew on his shoes Steve Mahanna
Most likely to still be talking to your coffin as its lowered into the
grave "Re-Pete" Crispino
Most likely to make sense...what? Patty Mogro
Class Metalhead Carolyn Fiore
Most likely to take summer school Dave Williams
Most painfully blonde Lynn Ann Casey
Most likely to appear in a Shakespearean production Jeanette
Rabbat & Charlie Rocco
Most likely to have his bunny boiled Rob Tockarshewsky
Future corporate raider Lynne Starapoli
Most likely to have his name spelled wrong in The Mirror Tom
Pelligrino
Most in need of a nickname Mike Pompeo
Most likely to be killed by his own men Dave Ciampi
Most uptight Kevin Stevens
Most likely to ask if you've ever kissed a man with braces Bill Peet
Most likely to lose at sports trivia and call you a CAC Ric Brown
Most likely to pinch your little sister's butt during sibling weekend
and then ask her what her major is Chris Hogan
Class Teetotaler Brian Chatfleld
Best Feet Jen Glavin
Most likely to become a singing waiter John King
Most likely to kick a small child Theresa Faustman
Most likely to projectile vomit Danielle Pulit
Longest surname Steve Mahamanamanamamahamanhama
Class tough guy Rich Nunziante
Most likely to beat you up and take your milk money Mike
Boucher
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A Profound Senior Article
Susan Brown
Contributing Senior
I give up. Mine was to be the
one article submitted for the Senior Edition that didn't end with
"I've loved these days" or "I'll
miss these days." I wanted to avoid
melodrama, an article so sapy that
pages stick. So I sat, pen poised
overpaper, waiting for inspiration.
I wanted nothing less than profundity.
I'd start with s de[th strategy... a few words about youth and
time and all that these entail. Maybe
a subtle reference to dust in the
wind. If it flowed, I'd throw in a
little philosophy. Maybe something existential. Thant's in vogue,
right?
But try as I might, I can't
help falling back into the cliche.
My pen keeps spitting out those
dreaded melodramatic superlatives
- the best, the hardest, the funniest,
the happiest, the saddest, the wildest... Despite all my good inten-

tions, the writing of this article has
me flipping through scrapbooks
and stirring up memories. And,
the funny thing is, they have absolutely nothing to with the dust,
wind, or Kierkegard.
They do have to do with four
years of living. Living superlatives. I've had the greatest times

with the best of friends in the four
shortest years I can remember.
Maybe
I
should
reconsider...Do I really want to
write an artistic and profound,
strong and unemotional article for
our Senior Edition? No way. I'd
never be able to get past the cliche.
I have loved these days. I will miss
these days.

Cheers...
Cheers to all the people we' ve
met over the last four years... to
those upperclassmen who have
graduated and who we only see on
alumni weekends... to those underclassmen who will remember
us and celebrate in our memory...
to all those people who have been
our roomates and our housemates
over the past years... who have
learned to live with our messes or
our habitual cleaning... who have
learned to deal with our crazy study
hours... who have parried with us
on those weekend nights at beach
parties and townhouse parties...
who have gone to the naut with us
when they had a test the next
morning... and who have helped us
with our homework when stress
ran high... to all those times in the
future when we'll get to spend
valuable time with Fairfield
alumni... to all the memories we'll
be able to share... the fun times...
the good weather... to all those
reunions and gatherings... to mail
from Fairfield... even if it is asking
for money... to the fact that Fairfield was a great place to spend
four years... they are four years
we'll be living with for the rest of
our lives... to the times we'll say
"when I went to Fairfield..." to the
fact that, in looking back over our
four years here, there have been
many more cheers than boos...
Cheers, Class of 1990!

Musical Memories of Senior Year
Townhouse 34
Contributing Seniors
How many times have you been at a party or at the Sea Grape and music was blaring and beer was
being spilled all over you? Well soon enough, those times will be over, but two things are still certain:
beer stench comes out of most fine washables, and the music (though obnoxious at times) has a lot to tell
us. Here are some lines from those songs:
Talking Heads: "Don't know where we're going, don't know where we've been."
B-52's: "Roam if you want to. Roam around the world."
Paula Abdul: "We'll take two steps forward."
Calloway: "I want money. Lots and lots of money. I want my pie in the sky. I wanna be rich."
The Beatles: "I'll get by with a little help from my friends."
Rod Stewart: "May good fortune be with you. May your guiding light be strong. Stay forever young."
Cat Stevens: "Baby, baby, it's a wild world."
Rolling Stones: "Start me up, I'll never stop."
Bon jovi: 'Together forever, never say goodbye. You and me and my old friends, hopefully it will never
end. Never say goodbye."
Scandal: "Goodbye to you."
and the list goes on...
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Late Night With Dan Lederer
Daniel J. Lederer
Contributing Senior
The fat lady is tuning up. She
is ready to sing the final note for
the Class of 1990. It's time to
move into the real world, and on
May 20 the senior class will collectively lose its membership in
the Fairdale Country Club. We
will be cast out into an unkind and
unfamiliar society with only a
diploma and a friendly smile. The
ride is about to start.
The past four years at Fairfield have hopefully prepared us
for our next venture. But the jump
we are about to take is into an unknown territory. So as the senior
class rings out its last hurrah, we

will share a certain sense of anxiety about what is to come.
Things have sure changed
over the past four years. I remember entering Fairfield as a freshman, dreaming of the day when I
would proudly stand in my cap and
gown and accept my diploma from
Father Kelley with a firm handshake. Now, as that day grows
closer, I am debating whether or
not I should give Father Kelley a
Benny Hill tap on the head as I grab
my diploma and run. But after I
say that final "hasta la vista, baby"
to the grand poobah of Fairfield
University, I know I will begin to
miss what was my life for the past
four years.
If I look back at myself as a

LOW COST
FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE

Non-stop service! Mix 'N Match!
Immediate Confirmations!
BRITAIN

New York
Boston

$129-$259
$159-5249

PARIS
y$199-$279

' $219-$289

• Each way based on round trip. Departure taxes and fees
($11 Easlbvound and up to $20 Westbound) not included.
Participating carriers are British Caledonian, and
Trans Continental Airlines. See Tour Participant Contract
for Details.

FORM A GROUP...
EARN A
FREE TRIP!
1-800-344-8360
InCT

1-800-522-6286

in October for having too many
kegs. We had a St. Patrick's Day
parade.
Nintendo and cable television became the new way to avoid
studying. Happy Hour at the Grape
became the daily event. I can
proudly say that I was there when
the Video Box and the Pop-a-Shot
machine were installed. Our house
would rarely get cleaned.
Butnow, it's all coming to an
end. I now sport a body that could
be compared to someone in their
third trimester of pregnancy. I
now look forward to Super Happy
Hour at the Sport's Page. My
house is filled with mold, mildew,
and muck. No one wants to clean.
Mitch is fallible. Nintendo and
cable television still keep me from

my studies. My favorite sport is
Tecmo Ball for the Nintendo Entertainment System. I know that
this is a life I will miss.
The Class of 1990 has seen
Fairfield undergo many changes.
There were no six-man townhouses
Freshman year. The land between
Bellarmine and Bannow was land.
We rarely had occasion to visit
Julie Hall. Now we go there routinely in search of life after Fairfield. At our ten year reunion, we
can brag about what Fairfield was
like when we were there.
But that is what makes the
whole graduation process sad. As
of May 20th, our only link to Fairfield will be "how it was". "What
it is," will only be a place where we
spent the best 4 years of our lives.

Joanne, Anissa, Kristin, and Nancy

"I'M A
COLLEGE
STUDENT AND
WORKING FOR
KELLY HAS
HELPED ME
UNDERSTAND
THE
BUSINESS
WORLD."

June thru September, 1990

GATEWAY

freshman, I can only laugh at what
I see. I was a reasonably fit young
man who looked forward to
Steakum Night at Seder's. I had a
reputation for being a gin connoisseur as well as the wrestler with the
patented "Splash" move off the
top rope. Biagio cleaned our bathrooms, and Nice Lady cleaned our
rooms.
I watched Late Night with
Dave (my uncle) Letterman on a
black and white television that
would take at least ten minutes to
get decent reception. I eventually
got written up for carrying a bar, I
mean bookshelf, to the bonfire held
after the Stags repeated as MAAC
champions. Mitch was God.
Sophomore year was filled
with woo-woo shots and Christmas parties. It was a time when a
video cassette recorder was the
perfect way to avoid studying. Hall
Ball became a Loyola III favorite
passtime. We would play until the
R.A. came out, or until Brian
Dempsey got mad. The bathroom
stalls were filled with amusing
anecdotes about every Loyola III
resident. Biagio and Nice Lady
still kept everything clean.
Junior year was time for
townhouse living. We had four
kegs on the first night back from
summer break. Hours were spent
on the back porch enjoying the hot
sun. We eventually got written up

American Travel
Services, Inc.
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Class of 1990 Senior Pledge Campaign
Anissa Lian
Contributing Senior
"You, a member of Fairfield's Senior Class of 1990, can
be part of the greatest, most historic senior class gift ever
presented...It's a bold, forwardlooking plan from the Class of
1990." Do you remember these
words? They appeared on the very
first flyer you received about Senior Giving. Those words meant a
great deal then, and they still do.
The Class of 1990 was boarding its
very own Starship Enterprise,
going where no man or woman
from Fairfield had ever gone before. We were taking on a new
challenge, raising awareness, and
setting a distinct precedent for years
to come.
By making the five year
pledge, participants are joining together to bring about a great change.
It's a change that means we are
making a conscious decision to
give something back to the institution we have received so much
from. To date, 120 students have
participated, amounting to $37,000
in pledges.
In addition to thanking all
those who have pledges, there are
many others I'd like to recognize.
First, all the members of the Senior
Giving Committee deserve a great
deal of credit for going out and
approaching their peers with information about the program. You
did a great job. Next, I'd like to
thank all of my friends, many of

ships, Athletic Hall of Fame, intramural sports, homecoming events,
and many other essential facets of
Fairfield.
By making the 5 year pledge,
you are not signing your life away.
YOu are simply pledging to fulfill
the gift levels each year. Over the
next five years, the gifts increase at
an incremental rate. $25 the first
year, $35 the second, $50 the third,
$75 the fourth, and $125 the fifth
year. The last gift also inducts you
into membership of Fairfield's
largest and oldest gift club, The
Fairfield Fellows. When the initial
What is the pledge pledge is made only a $ 10 commitment fee accompanies it. Paycampaign?
The Class of 1990, along with ments are not required until NoFairfield's Advancement Office, vember. The entire gift will come
devised a revolutionary plan for to its culmination at our fifth year
the class gift. Whereas in past reunion when all donations have
years, the Senior Class would at- been received.
Fairfield is a growing institempt to raise a lump sum, such as
tution
which cannot continue on
$10,000 in their Senior Year, we
decided to embark on a campaign its progressive path if the Alumni
which would bring about a much do not support it. Over the last four
greater benefit to the University as years, we have benefited from the
a whole and increased satisfaction philanthropy of past Alumni, and
we owe it to Fairfield's future stuon the part of the donors.
The plan involves a 5 year-^ dents to support them also. Investpledge to the Alumni Fund. By ing in the future and preserving the
giving to the Alumni Fund, every- past is the challenge of the Class of
one's interest would be served. Not 1990. You may still be asking
one single campus organization or yourself why you should give to
part of the Fairfield Community Fairfield. You are a student for
would benefit but all would. The four years, you are an alumnus for
Alumni Fund sponsors a wide range the rest of your life.
Pledges can still be made by
of programs and areas of the University, including Class Councils, contacting Sean Carroll at 245the Loyola Medal and Student 7480, Anissa Lian at 254-5530, or
Achievement Awards, scholar- Tara Crowley at 254-4000 x 2391.

whom were on the committee, and
others who weren't for putting up
with my pestering all these months.
You'll never know how much I
appreciated you support. And finally, the biggest round of applause
goes to Tara Crowley, Assistant
DirectorofPlannedGiving. Without her enthusiasm and endless
supply of bright ideas, none of our
success would have been possible.
Congratulations Class of
1990. You truly showed the Fairfield Community what a groups of
trendsetters we really are.
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To the Class of 1990:
Be sure when you step.
Step with care and great tact
And remember that Life's
a Great Balancing Act.
Dr. Seuss
Dear Class of 1990,
These sage words are from Dr. Seuss' recent book "Oh, The Places
You'll go!" I couldn't help but think of all the great places you
will go, and the achievements you'll make, the goals you'll obtain.
But, wherever you go, whatever you do, Fairfield will be there. Its
ideals, philosophy, and Jesuit vision are all represented ine ach of
you. Mirrored in the work you do, the contacts you make and the
life you build for yourself. You are Fairfield.
Life is a great balancing act. You must carefully weigh your
choices and consider the consequences and potential benefits. I am
so pleased by the many seniors who pledged to the Senior Giving
Program. Giving to the Alumni Fund is a wise decision. You will
be contributing to the Fairfield experience of those who follow
you. Your gifts will link you to campus and present students as
well as the 20,000 alumni worldwide.
I want to thank the hard working committee memembers and especially Anissa Lian and Sean Carroll for their enthusiasm, leadership and vision. The legacy from the Class of 1990 will continue
long after May 20, 1990!
Thank you and good luck!
Tara Crowley
Assistant Director
Annual Giving

COLLEGE GRADUATES

TODAY'S OPPORTUNITY
IS TOMORROWS CAREER
Your college career is yesterday and your future is tomorrow. Today, let First Investors take you into the 1990's as
we continue our nationwide expansion program. Enjoy the
advantages of working with one of Wall Street's leading investment firms, 60 years young and growing!
• High Earning Potential • Complete Training
• Bonuses
• Professional Guidance
• Management Opportunities
No experience is necessary. Your knowledge, aggressiveness and motivation are keys to helping you secure a very
bright future.
Put the strength of over 500,000 clients and $4 billion in
assets under management behind your career. Call for an
immediate interview:

ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES

Take technology
where it has
never been before.
Applied Automation,
Robotic Materials
Handling &. Transport
Technology

203-775-8309

• MIS

• Image Processing &.
Computer-Assisted
Vehicle Routing

First Investors

MEET OUR HIRING MANAGERS AT THE

UPS TECHNICAL CAREER DAY
Treadway Hartford Hotel"'
Tuesday, May 1, 11AM-7PM
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AT:
The R8..D Center in Danbury, CT for: Real-Time Software/Hardware Development
Engineers, Sr. Engineers/Mechanical Design, Simulation Engineers/Systems
Engineers, Engineering Scientists (Path Planning), Product Development Engineers, Mechanical Design Engineers, Sensing Systems Specialists and Computer
Scientists.
Information Services in Paramus, N| (suburban NYC) for: Systems Programmers,
Senior Programmer Analysts, Software Engineers, and Quality Assurance
Analysts.
Roadnet In Baltimore, MD for: Software Engineers/Sr. Software Engineers and
Quality Assurance Engineers.
UPS is proud to offer competitive salaries and an excellent benefits program. If
you are unable to attend the UPS TECHNICAL CAREER DAY, we invite you to
forward your resume and a cover letter indicating location of interest to:
Personnel, Dept. COL-590, United Parcel Service, 51-53 Kenosia Avenue, Danbury,
CT 06810. An Equal Opportunity Employer.
'Located at 100 Berlin Road in Cromwell, CT.
From New Haven, Bridgeport & Fairfield: Take 1-91 North to
exit 21; turn left at end of the exit; hotel is on the left.
From Boston K Worcester: Take Mass. Pike to Rte. 84 West,
to 91 South, to exit 21; continue as above.
From Amherst &. Hartford: Take 1-91 South to exit 21;
continue as above.

^Je run the tightest ship in the shipping business.

Go back to school
with more than a
gpod tan.
Get ahead on your
courses this summer at
Mattafuck Community College
June 11 -July 27,1990
Registration begins April 16,1990
Call 575-8027 for a summer brochure

ATTATUCK
CCMVLJv/LLJINrrTY
COLLEGE
"One Step Closer To Success"

750 Chase Parkway • Waterbury, CT 06708
^
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IRHG
Granted
$53,000
Budget
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
The Inter-Residence Hall
Government has been granted a
$53,000 budget by the University
for the 1990-91 academic year.
The budget will be funded by a $30
fee per residence hall student.
"There hasn't been enough
programming opportunities on
campus," said Patrick Rombalski,
IRHG Advisor.
"This (the budget) will
help the campus environment and
give people more serious opportunities to get involved," he added.
When the IRHG was formed
this year it had an original agreement with FUS A in which it would
not be getting any money.
All of the IRHG's funding
this year came from fund raising,
the resident advisors' programming fund, fees from lost keys and
room changes, and donations by
Richard Rossi, Director of Student
Residences. This gave the IRHG
only $4,000 to work with.
Rombalski said that in terms
of programming for 1500 students,
$53,000 "really isn't that much."
The budget was approved
by the IRHG Student Executive
Board; William P. Schimpf, VicePresident of Student Services; the
Board of Trustees; John Barone,
Provost; andFr. Aloysius P. Kelley,
University President.
"It's a separate fee - it
doesn't affect tuition or FUS A - it
doesn't affect anyone except residence hall students," Rombalski
said.
Kelly Hanlon, newly elected
IRHG President, said that she is
pleased that the IRHG was granted
a budget after just one year of the
organizations formation. "It means
that the administration is pleased
with what we did and feels we can
do well in the future," she said.
Money from the budget will
be used to buy a computer and
other office supplies for the IRHG
office which will be located next
year in Student Services in North
Campus.
The rest of the money will
be allocated to the residence halls
for programming and to the IRHG
Executive Board to organize combined programming such as sports
competitions, movies, and a Mr./
Miss Fairfield contest.
Presently the only money
available for residence hall programming is the $2 per student fee
that goes to the hall's resident
advisor.
Money in the budget will
also be put aside as a resource
where a student organization affiliated with the residence halls
could go to get money for programming without requesting it
months in advance.
The IRHG would like to get
events programmed for every Friday and Saturday night. However,
there is a present policy on campus
that does not allow more than one
major event to take place on a
given night.
According to Rombalski,
the IRHG will be looking into
getting this policy changed.
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N.Y. Stock Exchange CEO To Address Seniors
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
John J. Phelan, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of the
New York Stock Exchange, has
been chosen by Fr. Aloysius P.
Kelley, University President, to
address the Class of 1990 at this
year's commencement ceremony
on Sunday, May 20.
Fr. Kelley has also announced the honorary degree recipients. Willie H. Ruff, Jr., Asso-

ciate Professor of Music at Yale
University, will receive an honorary doctor of humane letters and
Fortune Pope, former publisher of
II Progresso Italo-Americano,
America's foremost Italian newspaper, will receive an honorary
doctor of laws degree. Phelan will
also receive an honorary doctor of
laws degree.
Fr. Kelley selected Phelan
based on a number of recommendations made by students, faculty,
and administration.

John Phelan, Commencemnt Speaker

Photo: Kevin Wolfthal

When selecting a commencement speaker "you want
someone who exemplifies the principles the University is committed
to," said Fr. Kelley.
"The commencement speaker
should have the kinds of accomplishments that our own graduates
will have the opportunity the acquire and Phelan is a very, very
major figure in the business world,"
he added. Phelan has been associated with the securities industry
for 35 years.
As Chairman and CEO of
the NYSE, Phelan has focused on
building relationships with the
international business community,
strengthening the NYSE marketplace and reinforcing confidence
in America's capital markets.
He has worked to focus the
attention of world government and
corporate leadership on the need to
develop a global framework to
ensure a competitive, orderly, and
properly regulated worldwide financial market. In doing so, Phelan
has met with a number of heads of
state and other government leaders
along with heads of state and corporate leaders throughout Europe
and the Far East.
Phelan is a member of the
President's Advisory Committee
on Trade Policy and Negotiations,
the North American advisory board
of the European Institute of Business Administration, and the Council on Foreign Relations to name
just a few.
. .
Phelan is also actively involved in higher education. He is
currently a member of the Board of

Trustees of the New York Medical
College.
In Phelan Fairfield graduates will see someone who has
made a significant contribution to
American life, Fr. Kelley said.
"Education is a privilege,
along with the benefits come the
responsibility to make contributions to society," Fr. Kelley said.
He added that Phelan has a long list
of accomplishments in his professional life and outside.
Ruff will be recognized at
commencement for his outstanding accomplishments in the arts.
He has performed with jazz greats
Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, and
Duke Ellington. He has taught
jazz at conservatories in the Soviet
Union and China.
Ruff is most popularly
known for performing the French
horn in classical programs. He has
performed in leading nightclubs in
New York and on college campuses, including Fairfield.
Pope, a former Fairfield
trustee, will be honored for his
philanthropic endeavors. As President of the Columbus Citizens he
helped raise over a million dollars
to provide scholarships to high
school students.
He has also been honored
by the Italian government for his
leadership in providing aid to Italy.
This May will mark Fairfield's 40th commencement ceremony. The University will award
989 bachelor's degrees, 189 master" s degrees, and 36 certificates of
advanced studies.

FUS A Awards Drive For Five Scholarship
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
Bill DelGaudio is this year's
recipient of the Drive for Five
Scholarship and will be awarded
for his contribution to the University community.
Delgaudio, a junior RA from
Julie, was chosen by the Drive for
Five Scholarship committee from
a pool of fourteen applicants.
This FUSA sponsored
scholarship is under the direction
of Joanne Lewers and Dave Ciampi, the co-chairs of the Special
Events Committee. According to
Lewers, the scholarship award is
raised by the FUSA Special Events
Committee with such events as
Airbands and Battle of the Bands.

The scholarship, which was
formed in 1985, was established
and offered to all freshman, sophomores, and juniors by then FUSA
president Chris Ritchie.
"The scholarship is given to
those individuals we feel deserve
an opportunity to get something
back for all their time and effort
that he or she has contributed to the
campus community," said Lewers.
Besides University involvement, the committee also looks
towards financial need as a second
criteria.
The applicants were required to first apply, then interview, and finally they gave their
permission to allow their financial
records to be released to the committee.

The Drive for Five Scholarship Committee makes the decision on who should receive the
award. The committee was comprised of several appointed campus leaders who had not applied
for the scholarship.
"The committee felt that Bill
had an excellent application and
was involved in a lot of different
activities," said Ciampi. "They
felt he was best suited for the
award."
DelGaudio, a psychology
major, has been a Eucharistic
Minister, a member of the Psychology Club, and will continue as
a member in Peer Counseling as
the co-president next year.
" By joining these activities, I learned that being a leader

means that you should be able to
plan events, and integrate the group
members' ideas in order to get a
successful program off the ground,
" said DelGaudio. " I really enjoy
seeing people pulling together to
create a successful
program."
DelGaudio was also the CoTeam leader of Alcohol Awareness this year. He was in charge of
such events as Alcohol Awareness
Week and Drug Awareness Week.
He has experienced alcohol
abuse in his family and feels that
many people at the university "
drink for the wrong reasons. "
" Too many people focus
on the drinking aspect of the social
life here and as a result are hurting
themselves."

Transfer Orientation Co-Chairs Selected
Plans Begin For September Event

Christine Doody
Staff Writer
Jennifer Cinguina and
Shawn Russell have been recently
selected as Transfer Orientation
co-chairs for 1990-91. Cinguina, a
sophomore English major from
Eastchester, New York and
Russell, a junior Politics major
from Woodbridge, Connecticut
will welcome all transfer students
to Fairfield University in both
September 1990 and January 1991.
Both Cinguina and Russell
transferred to Fairfield this past
September.
According to Jeanne DiMuzio, Judicial Officer and Director of Orientation, a mailing was
sent to all 35 transfer students who
arrived this September in addition
to the 12 transfers from last spring,
encouraging them to apply for a
Transfer Orientation position.
Ideally, DiMuzio was hop-

ing for a pool of 15-20 candidates
from which to determine 2 cochairs and 5 transfer Student Advisors.
However, since a small
number applied, they decided to
increase the number of TSAs this
year to seven.
Those who were selected
for TSA positions were Laura
Coffey, Ken Ferrucci, Danielle
Gottlieb, Cynthia Phillips, Jim
Siekman, Vivian Temlin, and
Maria Sirianni.
All candidates for co-chair
and student advisors were selected
by a process similar to that of the
Freshman Orientation positions. In
a two hour time period, each candidate participated in a group process while DiMuzio and Sheila
Thomas, Chairman of Transfer
Orientation 1989-90, observed.
According to DiMuzio, this
process provided "an opportunity
to see who worked well with each

other." The group process was
followed by an individual interview with both DiMuzio and Thomas. "All (the selected candidates)
are different which will add so
much to the program," explained
DiMuzio.
Cinguina and Russell have
been busy planning the two days of
Transfer Orientation, which,
DiMuzio noted, "is quite different
from last year."
Cinguina and Russell share
the theme "Up, up, and Away, the
Sky's the Limit" with Freshman
Orientation, but most of the activities planned will be separate from
those of the freshmen.
The transfer students will
arrive on the Monday before classes
start. This day will basically be a
"move-in" day including tours of
the campus, a reception with their
parents, and ending with a
townhouse barbecue that night.
Tuesday's events include

academic workshops which explain how to purchase books, read
schedules, and meet with faculty
advisors. These sessions will be
followed by lunch and transfer
Olympics.
Cinguina and Russell are
looking forward to welcoming the
new transfer students. "We want
them to feel as welcomed as we did
when we came here and to enjoy
Fairfield better than their other
school," explains Cinguina.
"We think Transfer Orientation is important, so Jen and I
along with our enthusiastic TSAs
are working to make it a success,"
added Russell.
DiMuzio also noted that
Transfer Orientation is "just as
important as freshman orientation."
She explained that transfers' needs
are different and should not be
overlooked. They might be new to
Fairfield, but they are not new to
college.
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Smart Stresses Need For
Environmental Protection
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
Now that the hype of Earth
Day is over, we all must focus on
problems of the environment and
how they will affect society in the
future.
S. Bruce Smart, Jr., a former executive in the corporate and
governmental sectors, spoke last
Tuesday about how environmental
issues will lead to changes that
could destabilize economies
around the world.
"Now that the Cold War is
over, the world is in a renewal

phase, where new problems are
exposed," said Smart. "Concerns
for the environment will become
economic, political, and social
centerpieces of the next decade."
Smart brought up a number
of different viewpoints about scenarios that we have to ask ourselves. One of them was the developing of roads and buildings and
how that would affect our environment and nature lovers.
Another problem he stated
was a bill by the U.S. to impose
sanctions on countries killing
whales. "We are faced with the
scenario of having the U.S. act as

imperialists in foreign policy," said
Smart.
In looking towards the future, Smart questioned whether or
not we should continue to study
environmental issues, or act now.
Smart added, "We cannot solve a
problem until it is stated accurately,
and we are now in that process."
As a democracy, Smart
stated that change is painful, but
effective. "We are a lot better off
than Eastern European countries,
who are just becoming aware of
environmental problems. However, many of those countries do
not have the money to fix those
problems."
As far as solutions to environmental problems, Smart said
that passing laws is inefficient
because of endless debates about
what can be done and what cannot,
and also because there are no incentives.
Smart stressed the need for
the entire world to be educated
about the environmental problems.
Either because of poverty or corrupt regimes, many people are
unaware of these problems.
For developing countries,
Smart said the U.S. "must stimulate free world trade and provide
leadership and education."
Smart is currently senior
counselor for World Resources
Institute, an environmental policy
research organization based in
Washington, D.C., and was formerly chief executive officer of
the Continental Group and later
Undersecretary of Commerce for
International Trade.

Plans Made For Commencement Breakfast
Shireen Rustom
Contributing Writer
The annual Commencement
Breakfast for sons and daughters
of alumni will be held in the Faculty Dining Room on May 20 at
7:30 a.m.
Each year, alumni and their
graduating sons and daughters
gather to celebrate commencement
and their strong ties to Fairfield.
The following seniors and their

parents will be receiving invitations.
If you are a senior and a son
or daughter of a Fairfield graduate
but are not on this list, please call
Alumni Relations at 254-4280 as
soon as possible:
Scott Arnold,Sheila Kristofak, Janet Bolger, Kristine Lisi,
Patrick Brady,
Margaret McAuley, Cynthia
Caruso, Brenda McGowan
David Ciampi, Shelagh Morey,

Kimberly Conti, David Muldoon,
Mary Corcoran, Mollie O'Brien,
Colleen Coyle, Jim Quinn, Nicholas Cusano, Joseph Rapier, Jr.,
Vincent D'Alessaridro III, Holly
Sorensen, Kelley Doyle, Michael
Svab, Brendan Dunn, Martin
Sweeney, Carolyn Fiore, Christopher Sweet, Audrey Gabler, Maura
Synnott, Elizabeth Grande, Janet
Villano, Jennifer Jacoby, John
Walko, Robert Kolesnik, Pam
Zimmitti.

Newsreel
The new 750-seat concert hall/theater in the Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts will be named The
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., Theater in honor of the University's President.
The Marketing Corporation of America,which donated $ 1 million to the new arts center to finish
construction, was given the opportunity to name the theater. Fr. Kelley was honored by the corporation
in recognition of his accomplishments to Fairfield University over the past ten years.
The official dedication ceremonies will take place in the Quick Center on Sunday, April 29 at 3:30
p. m.
The 60 CD's stolen from Townhouse 104 were returned following the publication of the Letter of
the Editor in the April 12 edition of The Mirror. The CD's were returned with an anonymous note.
Six new members will join the faculty at Fairfield for the upcoming academic year in order to fill
several vacancies left behind by retiring faculty.
Dr. David McFadden and Dr. Cecelia Bucki will both join the History Department. McFadden is
a scholar of the history of American-Russian relations, as well as an author. Bucki's expertise is in the
area of labor history of Connecticut.
Dr. Ronald Davidson joins the Religious Studies Department with a concentrated background in Eastern
religions.
Dr. Frank Rimlinger, a pioneer in math research, will join the Math Department.
Dr. Judith Primavera and Dr. Susan Rakowitz will both be joining the Psychology Department.
Primavera comes to Fairfield after lecturing at Yale University and working in the field at area schools
and guidance centers. Rakowitz joins the faculty after instructing at the University of Pennsylvania. She
has a concentration in the area of child psychology.
Several members of the University community were honored at the
A.H.A.N.A. Club Award
Banquet last Friday evening. The honorees are as follows: Dr. Paul Lakeland - A.H.A.N.A. Students'
Professor of the Year, Laura Puckett and Cornelia Dinnean - A.H.A.N.A. Students' Administrators of the
Year, Eileen Lopez - SALSA's most dedicated, most active, club officer of the year, Cathy Yau - ASA's
most dedicated, most active, club officer of the year, and Charise Burt - UMOJA's officer of the year.
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Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to 400 Nites...
whoever thought of that idea deserves a purple heart... to the
Townhouse Clam Jam,., yet another novel idea... to late nite confessions at TH 17... we all have
deep, dark secrets... to Chinese
food... to redheads, even if they
didn't lash-out this weekend... to
the awesome party in Regis 124...
to weekend visitors... to video cameras and all the neat things you can
do with them... to Gonzaga 313 for
the largest soiree the quad has ever
seen... to 32 cases of beer, who
needs 4.52 kegs... to large parties
in gerneral... to cookie jars that can
walk... to Townhouses 73,51,134,
and 135... to the Limit, the Sh—
House, and the Dew Drop... to
sunny, warm weather... so much
for long 7th... to the upcoming
concert, dance, and clam jam... let
the festivities begin... to the Decoy, the Outskirts, the Red House,
and the Barnacle... just because
this is the last chance... to wine... to
Carlo Rossi...

Boos to not enough Dogwood tickets... nothing like waiting on line for four hours for nothing... to those who want to make a
profit by selling their tickets for
$50... come on, have a heart... to
the guy at Seilers with the Histrionic Personality Disorder... to
writing on the walls of Regis... to
the last issue of The Mirror... what
will we do without it... to people
who steal... you know who you
are... to teachers that actually expect you to do term papers and go
to class in this weather... to the not
so nice weather for Open House...
to leaving half empty beers in other
people's dresser drawers... please
respect your party throwers privacy... they didn't go through your
drawers... maybe... to throwing
carpets out windows... to ants and
other Spring creatures making their
way out of the woodwork... to the
beer stench on Gonzaga III... get
used to it, it's here to stay... to only
two more weekends at F.U...

Classifieds
Free kittens! Free kittens! Free kittens! They are cute, cuddly, and
perfect for aduation presents. For a look at four beautiful kittens call
259-1395.
Wanted: Spend the weekends at the Beach! In Southport taking care
of 2 girls, ages 4 and 2. Drivers license needed. Call evenings collect
at 212-787-7019.
Looking for an Affordable Second Car? Four '87 Ford Taurus
Lcars for sale, four doors, At, PB, A/C, AM/FM radio. Price negotiate. For more information, contact Ben Jay - Athletic Department,
254-4040.
Attention: Work at home wanted typing of term papers, essays,
theses etc. Done quickly and efficiently. Low rates - free pick-up and
delivery. Call 366-4511 ext. 356 - 9:oo A.m. to $:00 p.m. or377-8729
after 9:00 p.m. nightly.
Fairfield Summer Rental: Near the beach avail. June-Aug. 3 Bdrm
$1500.00, 5 Bdrm $2000 per mo. Call 268-6884 for info.
Fairfield Summer Rental: Near the beach avail. June- Aug. $325 mo.
per bedroom, share kitchen and bath. Call 268-6884.
Home Typist to type students' papers. Lazer printer quality. $4 per
page. Call 268-7209.
Wanted: Fairfield U. Alumni seeks female F.U. student for summer
job as "Mother's Helper." Live-in or out, Monday - Friday, flexible
daytime hours. Qualifications as follows: you must have previous
choldcare experience with references, have your own transportation,
be a non-smoker, love children and love going to the beach. Spend
the summer in Fairfield, two blocks from the beach, two blocks from
town. If you qualify, and are interested - 259-4567 for interview.
Attention French Students! Additional French instruction and
private tutoring at your home by French English student working in
U.S. for month of June. Call anytime BPT 372-5100.
Wanted: Summers Mother's Helper. Care for my energetic threeyear old and newborn weekdays in our Fairfield home. Some light
housekeeping. Must have references. Driver's license preferred. Call
374-2697.
Attention: Easy Work Excellent Pay! Assemble products at home.
Details (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. W 18156.
Attention: Earn Money Typing At Home! 32,000/yr income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. T 18156.
Summer Jobs: Over 50,000 summer job openings at Resorts,
Camps, Amusement Parks, Hotels, National Parks, Businesses, Cruise
Lines, Ranches and more in the U.S., Canada, Australia, & 20 other
countries. Complete Directory only $19.95. Don't wait till after
finals. Send to Summer Jobs, Drawer 38039, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80937.
Wanted: Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500-$ 1,000 for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Bode
or Elizabeth U at (800) 592-2121.
Wanted: Looking for a fraternity, sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500-$ 1,000 for a one week on-campus
marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Bode
or Elizabeth U at (800) 592-2121.
J
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Letters

It has come to my attention
that there is a widely held rumor on
campus concerning the responsibility of a member of the faculty
for contacting the New Rochelle
Police Department and forcing the
cancellation of a junior class outing to a bar in that city.
In the interest of truth and
fairness, I wish to refute this rumor. Several members of the
University community brought to
the attention of key administrators
the possible conflict with state law
associated with a drinking activity
designed for a group of people
who are predominantly under the
legal drinking age for the State of
New York.
On the basis of this voiced
concern and the concern that we all

Please help The Mirror Editorial Board and Staff by completing the following
questionaire and returning it to Box AA or The Mirror Office on Gongaza Ground. Let
us know what you have liked and disliked about The Mirror this year so that we can plan
accordingly for next year.

share for the welfare of the student
body, meetings were held with the
officers of FUSA and other involved parties to describe the risks
involved in such and activity.
As a result of these cautions, the student sponsors of the
"outing to New Rochelle" felt that
it would be in the best interest of all
students to discontinue this projects.
To the best of my knowledge, no member of the University
community made any contact with
the New Rochelle Police Department concerning this proposed
outing. I hope this information
helps to clarify some of the rumors
currently circulating on campus.
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Sober Dance
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YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

PREGNANT?
and need help...
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30% OFF
with the order of a meal
(sandwich, sideorder and drink)

50% OFF
with the order of a meal
Between 9-10 pm

<S>

FAIRFIELD
1202 Kings Highway Cutoff
(in the Circle Plaza)
M-F 9-9, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-3
2550608

Not good with any other coupon offer,
offer expires 5-12-90

1495 Post Rd. East
Westport, CT

Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires 4-12-90

F
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READERS POLL

19 8 9
FIRST PLACE

Free Pregnancy Test
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No! We're not kidding! Come in to
our store now with this coupon and save
$2.00 on a regular Supercut. It'll make
your Supercut a super deal. And give
you a look that'll turn heads.
No appointment necessary.

ADVOCATE
BEST

CALL: 372-2777
1-800-848-LOVE

238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

$2 OFF
SUPCRCUTS

VIDEO
STORE
1988 & 1989

WE SPECIALIZE IN VHS * NINTENDO RENTALS
FAIRFIELD

FAIRFIELD

254-1107

L

No

1. Do you read "Newsreel"?
2. Do you read "Cheers and Boos"?
3. Do you read "These are the Voyages"?
4. Do you read "The Press Box"?
5. Do you read the editorial?
6. do you read "Happenings"?
7. Do you read "Big Ugly Mouth"?
8. Do you read "Letters to the Edior"?
9. Do you read the entire front page?
10. Any suggestions/requests:

William P. Schimpf
Vice President of Student
Services

Every Friday Night!
Come Dance with D.J. Saugatuck
Congregaional Church - Westport
Time: 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Admission $6

■~i
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1757 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT. CT
(WESTFAJR CENTER ACROSS FROM AMES DEFT. STORE)

TWO
GREAT
LOCATIONS

259-6522
913 POST R0A0 • FAKRELD, CT
(NEXT TO GRAND UM0N)

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT! I
AT VIDEO SOURCE WITH OVER 10.000 VHS MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM
A large selection of: Classic Movies • Balets • Children's • Musicals • Operas • Foreign
How-to •• Music Videos
PLUS THE HITS AND PLENTY OF THEM!!
VCR & CAMERA RENTALS • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

VHS
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Moving On

Letters to the Editor

In less than a month Fairfield will graduate the
members of the Class of 1990 bringing their college
careers to an end. Over the past four years you have
made large contributions to the community through
academic, social, and extra curricular activities. You
will be taking with you many fond memories as well
as leaving us with many fond memories of you.
For this reason, graduation is often a sad occasion. It will be difficult for you to leave behind the
close ties that you have made at Fairfield. However,
we hope that you are looking forward to graduation
and to moving on to new endeavors.
The senior class is comprised of many student leaders. Over the last four years you have not
only worked hard academically, but you have also
worked to improve, change, and shape the University community. There is no doubt that the Class of
1990 has made their mark on Fairfield, but now it is
time for you to go out and make your mark on the "real
world".
We hope that your concern for the University
community will now stretch out into society at large,
that you will continue to be as active out there as they
were here. We hope that you take everything that
you have learned here and apply it on a larger scale.
You are needed by society just as much as we have
needed you over the last four years.
Many of the graduates will be going on the
graduate school, medical school, or law school, and
many will be joining the work force. Whatever you
have chosen forthe future, though, is going to require
the same hard work, perseverance, and dedication
that has gotten you through the past four years, if not
more.
We wish all of you the best of luck. We expect
great things from you. Your time is just beginning.

Forcing Students To Cope With the High Cost of Senior Week Activities
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To the Editor:
As graduating seniors with
overdrawn bank accounts, we are
concerned about the high prices of
Senior Week activities.
We realize that to rent a
tent, build a dance floor, and hire a
DJ is expensive, but aren't most of
these costs absorbed in the price of
the Parent's Dance which uses the

same facilities?
Secondly, we are confused
about the high prices for Pub Night
and the Class Picnic. Why is the
admission for Pub Night so high
when there is only a cash bar?
Also, not too many of our friends
could possibly eat ten dollars worth
of hot dogs, etc., and the price
being charged for a plastic cup of
beer is probably twice as much as

it really costs.
We don't want to seem
ungrateful for all of the time and
hard work put into these special
events, but Senior Week should be
a series of events for all seniors to
enjoy, not one that excludes those
who cannot afford it.
Colleen Smith, '90
Roberta Garceau, '90

Students Make Third Reading Day A Success
To the Editor:
The idea of a third reading day
was implemented last year. It had
been a topic of discussion for
many years. The majority of the
faculty and administration are
behind the idea of a third reading
day, but it is up to you, the students, to see that it works. The
response to last year's third reading day was a successful one.
Let's make this year's third reading day even more successful!
The main argument against a
third reading day is the level of
noise in the dorms on the night
before. Although it is one of the

last times to relax and have a good
time before finals, the noise level
is often too high and the activities
are out of control.
Although the library extends its
hours as well as Bannow and
Canisius, many students still wish
to study in their rooms. However,
the noise often makes their efforts
very difficult.
What it comes down to is the
students. If you would like to see
a third reading day in the future,
FUSA needs your cooperation.
All we ask is that you try to keep
the noise levels down in the dorms
and take advantage of the third
reading day for your benefit.

A tremendous amount of time
and effort has been expended in establishing this additional day, and
your efforts will be an important
influence on the success of the
third reading day in the future.
Again, we need your cooperation to make it work because the
option of a third reading day is still
under careful supervision.
Thank you, and best of luck
during finals!

FUSA Academices
1989-90

FWC Says Salary Increase Not Responsible For Tuition Hike
To the Editor,
We realize that this has
been a difficult year for the administration as well as the faculty.
Both groups have been engaged in
the arduous process of forging a
newly cooperative and professional
relationship, and it has not been
easy.
We would like to express
our sincere hope that we can all
emerge from our struggles this
year with more of a genuine ability
to work together as co-equals,
faculty and administration.
We take note that the administration this year has made a
good faith effort, to a greater degree than it preceding years, to put
the faculty salary increases in a
truer perspective in relation to the
general tuition increase.
Nevertheless, despite the
administration's efforts, we feel
that there are still some misperceptions in the public's understanding
of this matter.
There have been a number of recent news items that have
linked next year's tuition increase
at Fairfield with the faulty salary
increases. These include an article
in The Mirror (April 5); the President's letter to the parents (March
30); an article in the Bridgeport
Post (April 13); and even a spot on
Channel 8 Action News (April 11),

in which the co-anchor concluded
by announcing, "The University
says the hike is necessary because
of increased costs including a need
to raise teachers' salaries."
We feel that it is time for
the faculty to speak up and set the
record straight: tuition increases
at Fairfield are not driven by faculty salary increases. We recognize that the administration may
choose to raise tuition for any
number of legitimate reasons. But
faculty salary increases, in and of
themselves, are neither a necessary nor a sufficient cause for tuition increases.
In other words, if faculty
salaries go up, tuition doesn 't have
to rise accordingly. To correct the
misleading impression that the
news items may have given to some
people, we would like to point out
two basic facts.
First, faculty salary increases do not necessitate tuition
increases. In any given year, the
University typically has enough
resources to absorb the relatively
modest cost of faculty salary increases (modest in relation to the
University's total resources) without increasing tuition significantly.
For example, in 1988-89,
the 6% increase for faculty (which
cost $507,891) could have been
sustained even with no tuition
increase. Without the added reve-

nue of $1,836,800 from the $800
tuition increase that year, the fund
balance would have been
$8,832,296 (a 12.5% "profit"
equivalent) instead of the actual
balance of $10,669,196 (a 15.1%
"profit"). While this lower fund
balance would represent a more
moderate growth rate, it is hardly
a picture of financial disaster. Raising tuition is always the administration's choice: it is not a financial inevitability brought on by
faculty salary increases.
Second, the cost of faculty salary increases is not sufficient, in itself, to raise tuition significantly. If we took the 1985-86
tuition figure of $6900 and added
to it only the cost of the faculty
salary increases from 1986-87
through next year, then tuition for
1990-91 would be only $8222, not
$11,550.
We hope these facts will
serve to correct any misleading
impressions. Faculty salary increase do not have to cause - and
indeed are not capable of causing
- large tuition increases.
There is often legitimate
need to raise tuition, but it is incorrect to assume that faculty salary
increases are the cause.
Kevin Cassidy
Mariann Regan
FWC Officers

Regina A. Quick Center Ticket Polity Defended
To the Editor:
The Tokyo String Quartet
performance on April 6 was the
premier of the Evenings of Music
Series in the Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts. The combination of the Tokyo's world wide
reputation and the excitement of
the new theater virtually guaranteed a full house.
In response to Nancy
Petrarca's article about the handling of student tickets, I can only
surmise^there is a misunderstanding of the policy and of what transpired at the Tokyo concert.
Every student, or member
of the public, who wished to hear
the concert was seated. The computer ticketing program is not yet
operating which made it impos-

sible to assign seats. People who
expected to simply walk in and
pick up tickets, as in the past, were
surprised by the crowd and had to
be wait listed.
People were wait listed in
order of the time of their call or
appearance at the box office. To
be absolutely certain students were
served, we called student names
first, regardless of where they
appeared on the list.
Evenings of Music tickets
have always carried a student price
of $3. Concerts in the Oak Room
often did not sell out. If tickets
were still available on the day of
the performance, we offered free
student tickets at the Information
Booth. In the case of the Tokyo
String Quartet at the Quick Center,
no rickets were available. I won-

der if students expect to receive
free tickets to the upcoming
Melissa Etheridge concert, and, if
not free tickets, would students
wait until the day of the concert to
purchase tickets.
The Tokyo String Quartet
will play at Dartmouth College
this spring. Students will pay $15
admission. At the University of
New Hampshire students pay $8.
Simple arithmetic will illustrate that the arts are not free.
Our theater has 730 seats to sell
versus artists' fees; production
costs, design and printing of programs, tickets, posters; newspaper
and radio publicity; advertising;
staff and crew costs and general
operating costs of the building.
Chris Sinagulia
Director of Public Events
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From the Horses Mouth

Sure, Well Have Enough Tickets...

Go "Quick"-ly

Jim Bodor
Assistant Features
Editor
Inspired by last Sunday's
infinite lines for Dogwood tickets,
we at the Mirror have decided to
compile a list of "line-waiting techniques." See if you recognize any
of these:
1. The "We are the most
athletic guys on campus" technique. This pertains to those people
who bring every possible piece of
sporting equipment they can get
their hands on - frisbees, wiffle
balls, hackey-sacks, baseballs, bats,
pucks - and then endanger the lives
of others by playing as close to the
line as possible. When asked why
they do this, one athletic guy answered, '"Cause I'm bored, but
I'm not gonna lose my space in line
to you. Have you ever been hit in
the head with a lacrosse ball?"
2. The "I love you so much
I couldjust holdyouforever" technique. This technique always
involves two people, and is usually
found disgusting by those around
them. You must have seen these
people, especially in line for a
dance. They usually are in full
embrace, sometimes sharing a little
love peck, stopping only to look
deeply into each other's eyes to
prove their undying love for one
another.
When asked why they chose
this technique to pass the time, one
couple could think of no answer,
so they just laughed and hugged
each other a little more.
3. The "My tan is better
than yours" technique. Self-explanatory.
4. The "I can get more work

"Mr. Ed" Hines, Jr.
Features Editor

/$kr3&r
done in this line than I can in one
week" technique. These are the
people who bring all their books, a
desktop organizer, their portable
Smith Corona, and maybe recordings of their last three history
classes, with them into line.
When one student was asked
about this technique, she replied,
"Leave me alone! Can't you see
I'm busy? I have this report to
type, and those history tapes to
copy down..."
5. The "I'm hot and tired
and sick of being here, 'cause I'll
never get a ticket anyway" technique. This seems to be the tech-

nique most people use, although
sometimes they try to hide it by
using one of the other techniques
at least for a little while. These
people are characterized by a look
of pain on their faces, grass stains
on the backs of their thighs, and
very short tempers.
When asked about this technique, one student replied, "Are
you tryin' to cut in front of me or
something? 'Cause if you are, I
wouldn't advise it because I've
been here since 8 a.m., and it's
really hot, and I only got three
hours of sleep last night, and I have
a test tomorrow, and..."

Fake ID Ring Wrecked By Police
CPS - Blacksburg, VA, police arrested 11 Virginia Tech students on April 10 in what they said
was the most sophisticated fake
identification operation they had
ever seen.
The students, they said,
manufactured phony Pennsylvania driver's licenses by using a

desktop publishing system, laminating machines and somehow
imposing the same security holograms that Pennsylvania uses.
"These fake Pennsylvania
licenses are exactly like the real
ones," said Blacksburg police Chief
Don Carey. Students sold the fake
licenses for $50 to $100 each.

The Aloysius P. Kelly, SJ.
Auditorium of the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts was
aglow and filled to capacity this
past Saturday evening as the
Fairfield JJniversity Glee Club
and Chamber Singers performed
their first concert there. In a word,
the building is fabulous. It's also
classy; my fellow merry minstrels
and I certainly were proud to sing in our very own fine arts center.
If you haven't yet been to the Quick Center for at least a visit,
then pick yourself up, dust yourself off, and trot on down there on your
little Mama Cass legs. Take an hour to browse through the exhibit in
the Walsh Art Gallery, and don't forget to check out the Kelly
Auditorium and the Wein Experimental Theater. The Quick Center
is open daily from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., so get the lead out!
If you want to see the Center in action, as it was last Saturday,
come to the FREE Pops Concert on Tuesday, May 1 at 8 p.m. starring
the Glee Club and Chamber Singers. Shame on you if you miss out!
Raking Hay: Glancing over Jim Bodor's article, I find that one
"technique" is conspicuously missing. Surely, one cannot forget the
famous "I like to throw doughnut holes at unsuspecting, balding bass
singers while I wait simply because I've eaten too many already and
the glaze from the munchkins hysterically accentuates the dreadfully
hairless forehead of the poor slob I nail."
Of course, you must know the nefarious culprit I'm referring to
is my dear friend, fellow bassist (not yet balding, but give him time),
Glee Club prez and generally an all-around studly, Jonny Carroll.
This boy seems determined to replace Telly Sevalas with me in all
"Player's Club International" commercials. Uh, does this mean I get
a shiny gold card and a trip to Lake Tahoe?
Branding: Jim's list cannot be complete without mentioning
the number one, primavera thing you never, ever do to the unwary,
unlucky, heat-exhausted, big-time bummers who were still outside
Gonzaga Auditorium after 2 p.m. The army geeks on GUI know what
I mean.
You guys wanna play bombadeer? You wanna make a hit?
Write an episode for The Simpsons and have Bart beat the tar out of old
Homer at video boxing. Don't drop water balloons. We're not talking
"Bugs Bunny invulnerability" here, people. Be nicer.

GRADUATION SPECIALS
EUROPE BY EUR AIL
LETS TRAVEL EUROPE '90
JOIN US FOR THE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE
LONDON ONE WA Y FROM $199
EURAIL PACKAGE FROM $459
LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE!
AIRFAIR. FURAIL S EXTRAS INCLUDED!

INTERNATIONAL DELI

Delivery Every Hour on the Hour*
between 4-9 p.m.

FREE TRIP
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP

vV

c>

EURIAL PACKAGE INCLUDES
■ ROUNDTRIP AIR FROM NEW YORK BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. HARTFORD. * WASHINGTON TO
LONDON. FRANKFURT. PARIS. ZURICH S BRUSSELS.
■ EURAIL PASSES.
■ YOU HA VE ACCESS TO STEAMERS. FERRIES t BUSES. (SOME ARE FREE & SOME ARE AT A DISCOUNT).
■ FREE LISTING OF ALL YOUTH HOSTLES ANYWHERE YOU TRAVEL THROUGH EUROPE.
■ APPLICATION FOR YOUTH HOSTLE * STUDENT ID. CARD AT DISCOUNTED PRICES.
■ U.S. DEPARTURE TAX INCLUDED.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

DESTINATION TOURS, INC
800-283-8767
DESTINATION TOURS, INC
700 CANAL ST. 3RD FL STAMFORD, CT 06902

jfjfrP^ 255-7900

VISA
MASTERCARD
AMERICAN
EXPRESS
ACCEPTED

ALL TICKETS DELIERED BY
U.P.S., FREE OF CHARGE

Life is not one Big Party, Party
but it's sure nice to have
Some Fun...
Please Join us
Saturday Night, June 16th

^&

FAX 259-6901

^Q
X*

• Hot Meals
• Pizza
• Hamburgers or Hotdogs
• Ice Cream
• Salads
• and much, much more
Call for a FREE menu 255-7900

BOARDY
Establishedl970
MONTAUK HIGHWAY, HAMPTON BAYS • (516) 288-6461
FREE ADMISSION with College l.D. and proof of
21 Years of Age (and over). College Alumni l.D. Accepted.
For Accommodations, contact the Following Chambers of commerce
RIVERHEAD
HAMPTON BAYS
SOUTHAMPTON

(516) 727-7600

(516) 728-2211

(516) 283-0402

"All orders must be in Vi hr. before
delivery time.
1385 Post Road East

Westport, CT
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Two
Good
Films
to
End
the
Year
The Movie Man Enjoys "Turtles" and "First Power
think I left an indentation on the
ceiling at the theater. I'm not a big
Lou Diamond Phillips fan, but I
even thought he did really well.
Maybe I was just too scared to
judge it. I don't know. What I do
know is that if you like good hightension nail-biting face-hiding
movies, this is the one for you.
OK. That'sit for the reviews
this week. I'd just like to make a
few end of the year comments.
Over the past two years, I've been
reviewing these films for you.
Contrary to what certain people
may think, I don't try to jam down
your throats what movies you
should or shouldn't see. I just want
to give you some of my ideas and
provide you with a couple of laughs.
I hope that I have. (Heck, with
some of my opinions, you should
have gotten a lot of laughs.)
Anyway... For all you seniors, I wish you the best of luck in
the future. Andmaybeyou'll think
of me sometime in the future when
you go to the movies. However,
for the rest of you, I'll be back
again next year with some more
amazing film commentary for you.
Have a great summer and until
then, I'll see you at the flix!

throw that in there. Even better
than the turtles, though, is Splinter,
the huge rat and the turtles' mentor. Especially in his flashback
Well, it's come down to that scenes to Japan. They are hysteritime of the year again. I' ve tried to cal. Oh, yes that is Corey
avoid writing about it because just Feldman's voice coming from one
about everybody does, but it is of the turtles. I think it was either
almost time to leave. So in my last Rafael or Leonardo, but I'm not
article of the year, I have two re- sure.
The second film up for reviews for you. They will be on
"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" view is "The First Power" starring
and "The First Power." I will then Lou Diamond Phillips. It is based
just add a few closing comments, on the occult within the Los Angewhich I am sure you are waiting for les area. Basically, Phillips is a
renegade cop, who teams up with a
with baited breath.
Hmm. OK. I'll start with the female psychic to stop a serial kil'Turtles." I'm sure you've all heard ler. Wait a minute though. There
about it by now considering that is just one little twist in the story.
'Turtle-Mania' is running wild and The killer is already dead and has
the film is number one in the coun- received the first power of resurtry. I'm not sure whether or not I rection from Satan. As you might
should say it because it might af- imagine, it's a pretty heavy topic.
Of all types of films, I would
fect my (ahem) high level of credibility, but "Teenage Mutant Ninja' have to say that films of this nature
Turtles" is a pretty decent movie. frighten me the most. Mainly
Sure, it's a little silly but its cute. because of its content and because
The special effects done with the I don't know enough about the
occult to determine if it is real or
turtles is excellent.
You might find it a little too not.
Well, this was the most scared
unreal, but as I've been saying for
the whole year, it is a suspension that I have been at a film in a long
ofdisbelief. Sorry, but I just had to time. I jumped so many times, I
Tony Germinario
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor

"Changes Bowie": No Need to Change It
one classic after another, opening
up with 1969's "Space Oddity,"
and featuring "Changes," "Jean Genie," "Ziggy Stardust," "Rebel
Rebel," and "Golden Years," to
name a few more treasures.
Some personal highlights
are "Heroes," which is The Bowie
Ballad, and the rousing "Diamond
Dogs." This disc also includes
four bonus tracks, which represent
Bowie's finest of the '80s: "Let's
Dance," "China Girl," "Modern

Anthony McKiernan
Contributing Writer
The long awaited David
Bowie CD. catalog has been released by Rykodisc, and "ChangesBowie" is no doabt the highlight
of the collection. The 18 tracks
span Bowie's long and impressive
career, and it may be the greatest
array of songs ever placed on one
CD.
ChangesBowie" presents

Love," and "Blue Jean."
Rykodisc has done a fine
job with the Bowie collection.
"ChangesBowie" is a true tribute
to the classic artist who has survived and thrived for two decades.
All the brilliance and versatility of
David Bowie is evidenced throughout this stunning collection, and
"ChangesBowie" has given fans of
the Thin White Duke a fine new
addition to their CD. libraries.

LOTUS GARDEN
CHINESE REST A URA NT
MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE
•
•
•
•

LUNCH
DINNER
TAKE OUT
COCKTAILS

Mon. - Thu.
Fri. - Sat.
Sunday

254-8111
Open 7 Days
A Week

FAIRFIELD SHOPPING CENTER
923 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
PEOPLE S
BANK

11:30 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
11:30 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.
12:00 Noon to 10:00 P.M.

GRAND
UNION

FAIRFIELD SHOPPING
CENTER

•*
•*

$OUf& & (fait,

EXIT 22. 1-95

U S 1 (POST RD 1

Sick and tired of the same old food?
Want something different? Why don't you
treat yourself to one of the best Chinese
restaurants in town. We offer a big selection
of lunch specials for the month. Elegant
dining and a good place to meet. For take
out we offer 20% off all orders over $20.
Luncheon Special
Served from 11:30 am to 3 pm
(Monday thru Saturday, except holidays)
m
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I
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20%_ OFF

ANY TAKE OUT ORDER OVER *2000
Lunch Not Included
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happenings
Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Sorry, I felt
we all needed
a change.

Even though it is the end of the year, there still plenty of things
to do. Between studying for exams and "unwinding" on the weekends,
you can catch some entertaining events on campus.
Tomorrow night, Melissa Etheridge and the Indigo Girls will
be at Alumni Hall for the Dogwood's Weekend Concert. The show
begins at 8:00 p.m.. F.U.S.A. and Student Activities should be
commended for bringing such a fine act to Fairfield. It should be a great
show.
On Tuesday, May 1st, The Fairfield University Glee Club will
present its annual pops concert at the Quick Center. The program is
entitled "Showcase of the 80's" and it begins at 8 p.m..
If concert going isn't your thing, "The Hot L Baltimore" will be
at the Quick Center for several performances. The play, written by
Lanford Wilson, will directly proceed the Center's official opening.
A new EP by Humidifier will be coming to the Bookstore soon.
Since it is the end of the year, it is time to thank several people.
I'd like to thank Edward Hines Jr., Mike Tammero, Karyn Snyder,
Tony Germinario, Anthony McKiernan, CL. Yona and everyone else
who contributed in one way or another to the content of the Arts Entertainment section. For those of you who are not graduating, I hope you
still contribute next year.
I'd like to wish all the seniors good luck in the future in your
employment or graduate school career. And if your doing niether, I
hope you have a great time.
Have a good summer everyone!

The WVOF TOP
ELEVEN
Always the Trend-Setters

In no particular order...
Dizzy Bridge
Humidifier
Bricks
The Fall
The Chills
Stephen
Grisley Fiction
Mega City 4
Swinging Teens
Denim TV
The Cynics

"Cat Test"
"Rubber Gloves"
"Monopoly"
"I'm Frank"
"Part Past, Part Fiction"
"Thinking About You"
"Plastic Bag"
"Severe Attack of the Truth"
"Open Wound"
"Two Flies"
"Tears Are Coming"

Sports
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Ladies, Ruggers, Laxmen Win
Sports Round-Up
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor
The ten run rule is a great
thing. It stops a landslide or keeps
your pitchers healthy so you can
bring them back early. Coach Zito
and the Fairfield softball team
enjoyed two 10 run ruled games as
they swept Manhattan, 11-0 and
12-2.
Jennifer Janik went threefor-three and two runs scored and
Heather Boguslawski added a tworun homer in the second to pace the
Lady Stags. Starting pitcher Kim
Zagajeski allowed only two runners past second for the complete
game.
Game 1
Fairfield 422 12x x-11111
Manhattan 000 OOxx-0 2 5
WP-Zagajeski (5-7) LP-Moylan( 16). HR: F: Boguslawski(l).
Fairfield 12, Manhattan 2
Kim Zagajeski went 4-for4
including a homer, a triple and four
runs scored as Fairfield took the
nightcap. Heidi Blade also homered as a double by Susan Liedlich
ended the game with a three-run
double.
Heather Beauton allowed
only four hits for her sixth win of
the season.
Game 2
Fairfield 104 223 x-12 10 0
Manhattan 000 020 x-2 4 0
WP-Beauton (6-8) LP-Spinna(27). 2B- F: Liedlich. 3B- F: Zagajeski HR- F:Zagajeski(4), H.
Blade(l).

Jim Kennedy
Contributing Writer

Gus Kapodis
Contributing Writer

At 5:30 on Saturday morning, the Rugby club was boarding
buses to travel to Providence for
the Rugby Imports Tournament.
Fairfield played its first
game at 9:00 in the pouring rain
and mud only to lose to Johnston
State 14-12 after falling behind
14-0. Chris Hynes and Jim Coughlin converted tries.
On Sunday the team returned rejuvenated as they opened
up by beating Harvard 6-3. The
lone try was scored by Eamon
Curry who hit the cross bar with a
drop kick only to pounce on the
loose ball for 4 points. The ensuing kick was made good by Dave
Mullen.
Fairfield overcame a 6-4
halftime deficit to Bridgewater to
win 13-6. Tries by Rob Weiss on
a beautiful back line move and by
Lance Vegna on a seventy yard
run gave the ruggers the victory.
Vegna also made two kicks.
In the championship game,
Fairfield played Harvard again as
they miraculously stayed in the
tournament by defeating Iona.
Fairfield played awesome and
hung on to win 8-7 against the
safety school. Tries were again
scored by Weiss and Vegna.
The entire team played
great defense throughout the tournament especially MVP Kevin
Reardon and freshman Dominick
Puchalla who played in his first A
game. Next Saturday the Ruggers
are home for their own tournament.

The Fairfield Laxmen increased their winning streak to four
games with three victories last
week over New Haven, SUNY
Maritime, and Western Connecticut.
Last Tuesday, the laxmen
faced a stiff challenge from a visiting University of New Haven
squad. Two goals from Brendan
Kenney, and a goal and assist from
Gerard O'Hara, and Fairfield
jumped out to a 5-2 lead.
The second half was much
of the same as goals by Kenney,
John Greene, and Tim Kelley
helped the Stags widen their lead,
but in the last five minutes of the
contest a defensive letdown by the
laxmen allowed UNH to close the
gap to two before the final, ending
the game with a score of 11-9.
On Thursday, SUNY Maritime rolled into town to take on the
Stags. The laxmen jumped ahead
quickly on two Reilly from O 'Hara
tallies, and never looked back,
eventually winning 14-7. John Fay
and Bill Reilly led the team with
six and four goals respectively,
while O'Hara chipped in with one
goal and four assists.
Against Western Connecticut, ten first half goals claimed the
game for Fairfield, who eventually
won decisively with a final score
of 16-7. Sophomore Matt Colimore and senior Doug Ryan led
the scoring in what was almost
entirely an offensive game. Colimore had two goals and two assists
while Ryan notched a hat trick.

Golfers Off To Good Start
Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor
Under the direction of first
year head coach George Carl, the
Fairfield golf team has gotten off
to a good start despite bad weather
and lack of practice facilties.
The team kicked off the
season with the Yale Invitational,
struggling on the partially snow
covered layout. Sophomore Chris
Lenzin lead the team with a 74,
while junior Paul Kenney added
an 82.
After a series of rainouts,
the team picked up a couple of
notches in the win column with a
dual victory over Western Connecticut and New York Institute of
Technology. New comer Paul
Ochab lead the pack with a 75,

while Jeff Ryan finished two
strokes back at 77.
At Quinnipiac last week,
the Stags and the Braves battled to
a tie after regulation. The tie
breaker gave Quinnipiac a one
stroke victory despite Derrich
Scenna's 82 and Daren MacKunnon's 83.
This week, the team led by
senior captain Paul Conforti will
compete in both the New England
Championship and the New England InterCollegiate Golf Association Invitational.
The Stag golfers appear to
be on the right track, despite the
lack of a home golf course and
very limited practice facilities.
With the loss of just Conforti to graduation, Coach Carl's
troops should continue to improve
next year.

Fairfield:
>

Want to look your best for
those afternoon beach parties?

Halv, Skin, and Nails Salon

Spring Special

Manicures for $10
Pedicures for $25

• Intimate Apparel

• Swimwear
• Casual Wear
• Accessories

(with student ID)

Visit:

1188 Post Road
Fairfield
254-0586

87

Loaded with cheese ansd
pepperoni for only $7.50
Validon Thursday 4-26-90
between 2pm ^4pnTahd 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

, Inc.

375 Post Road West, Westport, Connecticut 06880
(203) 221-1987

Thicky Thursday
Get one 12" pan pizza

o

Monday Madness $10.95

Call us!
255-8823
1580 Post Rd
Fairfield
No Longer Accepting
Checks

Get two small pizza's with
one topping for only $10.95
Valid on Monday 4-30-90
between 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

Wacky Weekend

Wacky Wednesday $6.95

Terrific Tuesday

Get one Large 16" pizza

Get one small cheese pizza

with one topping for Regular price
and get one six pack of coke for 99$

Plus two cokes for $6.95

Get any size one topping
pizza for $6.95

Valid on Wednesday 5-2-90
between 11am - 3pm and 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

Valid on Tuesday 5-1-90
between 8pm -11 pm
(tax not included)

From Friday-Sunday 4-27-90 to 4-29-90
between 2pm - 4pm and 8pm -11 pm
(tax not included)
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Fairfield Takes Series
From Fordham
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

WP-Roberge(5-2) LP-Hutchinson(l-l). DP-Fairfield 2. SB-Fairfield: McCall(14), Kiernan(ll).
Fordham: Montgomery. CSFordham: Deluca.
Fordham 9, Fairfield 4
Fordham used a six-run
sixth inning where two Stag pitchers issued three walks and two
wild pitches to give the Rams the
victory and to knot the series at a
game apiece.
The Stags actually held a 42 lead in the game after five innings. McCall led off the bottom of
the fifth when he was hit by a pitch
and then moved to second on a
walk by Dan Buchanan. Kiernan
flew out to left for the first out of
the inning, but Svab was hit by a
pitch to load the bases.
Mitchell walked to score a
run and then a wild pitch scored
Buchanan from third and Svab from
second. Catcher Joe Carillo
knocked in Kieman with a single
for the fourth run of the inning.
Senior Matt Gardner—who
relieved starter Matt Torrenti after
just 1 1/3 innings—gave up a leadoff single and then a double to right
in the top of the sixth. He walked
Andy Apostle to load the bases and
Gardner was done for the day. Brian
McDevitt came in relief, but he
wasn't. Two walks and two singles
and a wild pitch later, and the Stags
were down 8-4.
Game 2
Fordham 200 006 1-9 10 1
Fairfield 000 040 0-4 7 1
WP-Logindice(3-3) LP-Gardner(0-4). DP-Fairfield 1, Fordham
1.2B-Fairfield: Carillo. Fordham:
Secor, Montgomery. SB-Fordham:
Brown, Deluca. CS-Fairfield:
Mitchell.
Fairfield 7, Fordham 5 w
Freshman Joe Carillo went
2-for-4 with a home run and four
RBI's to give the Stags the rubber
game. Steve Becker gave up eight
hits and nine walks but stranded 11
Fordham runners for his fourth
victory of the season.
Fairfield used a four-run
sixth where they batted around to

take the lead for good.
Carillo had the big blast in
the inning with a two-run double to
the wall in left-center. Svab, who
had reached base on a walk, and
Greiner scored to give the Stags
the 5-4 lead.
The Rams made a pitching
change but it didn' t help. Pat Duffy
walked the bases loaded and then
gave up an RBI single to Maurias
for a 6-4 Stag lead. McCall then
sent a bloop single to left that scored
another run.
Becker was building jams
for himself. After leaving the bases
loaded in the first, he gave up a
solo home run to Jim McDermott
to give Fordham the early 1 -0 lead.
But that lead lasted only
another inning as the Stags got on
the board with three runs in the
fourth. Buchanan and Kiernan
walked and Svab delivered with a
double to right-center that scored
Buchanan, but Kiernan was
"tagged" out at the plate.
Svab went to third after the
Rams catcher tired to make Kiernan do a backward roll. Both
benches cleared to exchange late
Easter greetings.
"I thought the team was
coming out to shake my hand,"
Buchanan said.
Greiner hit a grounder back
to the pitcher who caught Svab
leaning towards home and got him
caught in a rundown. But with two
out Carillo roped one down the left
field line against the wind that just
cleared the 330 sign.
Fordham 010 021 001-5 8 1
Fairfield 000 304 00x-7 8 0
WP-Becker(4-3) LP-Gardner(4-1).
DP-Fordham: 2. 2B-Fairfield:
Svab, Carillo. 3B-Fordham: Gallone. HR-Fairfield: Carillo(2). SBFairfield: Buchanan(7), Fordham:
Montgomery 2. CS-Fordham: S.
Champi.
Pop Flies: Junior John
Mitchell leads the Stags in batting
with a .429 clip... Monday's game
against Fordham was the last
home game for the Stags and the
end of the Geary Era. "I can't
believe it's over," Cleary said.
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The Earl Of Sport
A11 Hail Muhail
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor

You never know how costly time is until you spend it in a parking
garage.
The Athlete of the year, Mike Svab has a lot of people he would
like to thank: His fan club, especially Kevin O'Neil and Paul Carey, all
the batters in front of him that get on base so he can drive them in, and
the grounds crew at his high school who didn't build fences around the
sandlot and kept the field as hard as Joseph Stalin.
"I'm a line-drive hitter and in high school some of my doubles
would roll on and on and end up as home runs. I normally don't hit a lot
of home runs." His line-drives have been falling. Svab has a 17 game
hitting streak after Monday's game against Fordham. He went 5-for-9
against the Rams this weekend, the best pitching staff in the MAAC.
"I didn't think about the streak until after the Brooklyn game at 13
games," he said. "It's nice to keep going, but I'm not sure how long it is
going to last."
Monday's game also marked the last home game for the Stag-9.
Svab caught the throw from shortstop Fran Maurais to end the game.
While the rest of the team was congratulating Steve Becker on his
complete game, Svab gently walked into his own world.
"This is the last game I'm going to play on this field," he said to
himself. "It's hard to believe the Cleary Era has come to an end."
Svab has yet to receive his trophy for Athlete of the Year. They
haven't finished engraving his name on it. The tissue paper they used to
wrap the card saying he won the award is up in his bathroom next to his
toilet.
"I'd like to thank all the voters..."
Did you know that Dan Quayle is the newest member of the KnowNothing Party.
Do any Bruins fan care where Ken Linesman is now? Getting
Dave Poulin and Brian Propp from the Flyers for a second-round draft
pick and Linesman is a steal that any GM wouldn't pass up. Propp scored
his third goal of the playoffs and Poulin his sixth as the Bruins went up
3-0 on the Canadiens on Monday.
The real key to the two former-Flyers is penalty killing. Montreal's power play is below 10 percent efficiency. Poulin is winning the
face-offs and clearing the zone where Linesman didn't do that last year
because he was either injured or overweight.
Last year before Calgary won the Stanley Cup, they went to seven
games in the first round with Vancouver. The Bruins went seven games
with the Whalers before knocking off Hartford. Could be a good sign.
In the Patrick division final, the Rangers need the power play to
start clicking again. New York didn't miss defenseman Brian Leetch in
the first round against the Islanders because James Patrick suddenly developed a blistering shot from the point. Now Patrick is being shadowed
and Turncotte and Janssens have to get the power play moving along with
Bernie Nichols. After his hat trick in Game 1, Nichols has not had a goal
in the last two games.
Washington seems to be playing with the confidence that you see
them play in January. Head Coach Terry Murray must have turned back
the clocks of some of his players, especially Mike Ridley. Him and Dale
Hunter seem to want to get out of the division for the first time ever and
since Pete Peeters is not in goal, they still have a chance.
If Ranger Coach Roger Nie'.son puts Bob Frose in Wednesday
night and keeps rotating goalies, then Washington may have a parade
when they get out of the division.
Lying is 90 percent preparation and 10 percent perspiration.
With the NBA playoffs beginning on
tonight there are at least seven or eight teams
with a legitimate shot at dethroning the Pistons and Lakers. One team that is off this list
is the Knicks.
You could call them the team that
couldn't shoot straight. They do shoot 48
percent as a team—tied for 10th in the league—
but look at the teams that shoot better than they
do: only Atlanta and Golden State have better
shooting percentage than the Knicks and they
are not in the playoffs.
How many times did you see a boxscore
like this: Jackson 2-9, six points, Newman 312, ten points, Wilkins, 5-12, eleven points.
Those three shot a combined 45.6 percent
from the field. Kiki Vandeweghe isn't much
better at 44 percent.
What this means for the Knicks is that
their shooters have to get hot for about a month
and a half for them to win the NBA championship. Don't bet the house on this one.
Fairfield University's U.P.S. Campus
Can someone please tell me the least common
Representative is Brian Leary
multiple of hot dogs to buns?
Does Bill Laimbeer belong in the NBA
254-5500 or 385-7027
or
the
WWF? Charles Barkley isn't much
Earn
$8-9/hour
to
start
as
a
Package
Handler!
CALL SOON
better since he's been in three fights in the past
Excellent Benefits for Part-time work! (including medical,
REGARDING SUMMER JOBS!
week. $162,000 in fines may not be enough to
dental and vision, hospitalization, profit sharing, vacation time, more!)
stop the fighting in the NBA. Missing playoff
games might help control the temper of the
Potential Promotion to Supervisor, before graduation
players and might give the coaches a bigger
New Student Loan Program - up to $25,000 per year!
whip to keep the players in line.

There are two things that
Mike Svab would like to get before the season is over. One is to
hit four-hundred for his senior
season and the other is to continue
his hitting streak of 17 games.
In the first game against
Fordham on Sunday, Svab went
2-for-3 and knocked in Keith
McCall in the seventh for the
game-winning RBI as the Stag-9
defeated the Rams in their first
conference loss, 3-2.
Chris Roberge scattered
nine hits, walked two and struck
out four en route to his fifth victory of the season and his second
complete game this year.
Jeff Fiondella started the
inning with a walk, and moved to
second on a single by McCall.
With first and second and no-out,
Dan Buchanan hit a slow roller to
second that he beat out for a hit.
Fiondella tried to score on the play
but was thrown out easily.
Ed Kieman grounded into
a fielders' choice and Buchanan
was forced out at second. Now
first and third with two out and
Svab delivered with a single to left
to score McCall.
McCall also scored the
opening run in the game as he
reached base on a walk to open the
first. After an error on the pitcher,
McCall stole third and then scored
on a single to left by Kiernan.
Roberge breezed through
the first five innings giving up five
hits and two walks while striking
out four. He got tagged for two
runs in the sixth. Four consecutive
singles got the Rams on the board
with their two lone runs of the
game.
Fairfield tied the game in
their half of the sixth as Svab
reached base on an error and two
outs later Joe Greiner singled to
center to score Svab.
Game 1
Fordham 000 002 0-2 9 2
Fairfield 100 0011-3 9 1

$6
TUITION PROGRAM.

93—

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

When you work as a part-time Package Handler, you'll receive
the best part-time job package anywhere. In addition to great
pay and benefits, students working selected shifts in our
Norwalk and Stratford facilities are eligible for up to $6,000 in
tuition reimbursement - $2,000 every semester (arter taxes)!

Congratulations to Kim Zagajeski for
winning the women's athlete of the Year ...
Kudos for the three-on three champions Harry
Wallace, Bill Burke and John Logan.
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Senior Week
Events
Kate Harvey
Contributing Writer

The Outback

Townhouse 71

Senior Week is traditionally
a celebration the week before
graduation. This year's Senior
Week starts with Pub Nite.
"Pub Nite" promises to be a
smash hit with popular entertainer
DaveBinderatthemic. Thecharge
is $12, and Pub Nite at O'Fairfield's will take place in the Oak
Room gone Irish on Wednesday
night starting at 9 p.m. Shuttles
will run to and from the beach from
8:30p.m. until 10:00 p.m. for pickup, and from 12:00 a.m. until 2:00
a.m. for drop-off.
Thursday, May 17, starts off
at 12 noon with the Class Picnic.
An admission fee of $10 will be
charged for this "Come Back to
Jamaica" feast on the Prep football
field. Along with plenty, of free
food, beer and wine coolers will be
sold for a dollar. This year's picnic
looks to be a fun-filled day running
until 5 p.m.
The senior semi-formal
promises to be "A Royal Affair".
The scene will be Buckingham
Palace on Friday, May 18, under a
tent on Alumni Field. The festivities begin at 9 p.m. and run through
the evening until 1 a.m. BYOB is
the alcohol policy, but no kegs or
beerballs will be permitted. Mixers, munchies, and shuttle service
to and from the beach will be provided, and entertainment will include a video DJ and the annual
slide-show. The $20 admission
fee will prove to be well worth it.
The final event of the week
will bring the trip back home with
the Parent's Dance in a "New York
State of Mind".
For more ticket information, call
Amy Griffin at 254-4358 or Sheila
Borske at 254-5572. Any general
questions about the events can be
addressed to Jill Smith at 255-1337
or MaryBeth Collins at 254-4360.

Jeff, Jim, Paul, Chris, John

Mary, Nanci, Ann, Kathy, Cheryl, Elise, Karen, Cait

Ski Trip 90, Smuggler's Notch

Claudia, Jennifer, Kim, Peggy, Christine
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Graduation?...not yet...not me
Loretta Trapani
Contributing Writer
Graduation?... not yetnot me... I can't believe I'm sitting
here writing a reflection on my
four years, I feel like I should be
writing that first letter home trying
to convince everyone in my family, including myself, that I really
love being away and college life is
awesome. Okay, so I wasn't the
most well adjusted freshman, but
then again, is any freshman well
adjusted? In trying to describe my
four years - it comes in two stages.
My first "life" here at Fairfield was spent laughing, crying,
questioning and staring out my
window of Jogues3. I often wondered what the hell I was doing and
where the hell I was going. Living
in Johues sure did divert my attention from some of those "serious"
thoughts. Johues was one of the
only places where 30 women could
sing and dance in a public bathroom at midnight and noone would
be taken away in straight jackets.
Life in Jogues also taught me how
to rise from my bed, get dressed,
walk outside and return to my room
on an average of 3 to 5 times a
night without ever waking up. To
this day, I still pull my covers over
my head every time I hear a fire
alarm. Johues also was the best
place to lay up in your loft watching an all out water fight, scream
the most obnoxious things you
could think of, be called some of
the most explicit adjectives in the
entire English language and still
grab a few hours of sleep before
first period. Talking about first
period, that is one time I never
want to recall. Up to this point, I
have failed to mention the best

aspect of Jogues and that was my
Jogues "buddies." They are currently living in "Insanity" - maybe
that gives you some indication as
to why we had so much fun. I must
especially mention my roommate,
Laura Simonovich. To most, she
comes off as a very sophisticated,
reserved, serious student. Well,
after spending two years sleeping
across the room or loft from her -1
know better! Just for the record,
Laura Simonovich is both sophisticated and reserved (at times) but
she is also wonderfully crazy and I
have apicture to prove it. I'll never
forget the magic carpet, the frog,
the parasol, and Laura and Eileen
in the shower stall with an umbrella over their heads doing their
best imitation of "singing in the
rain."
Okay, now for stage 2 - my
life as a Resident Advisor. This
was without doubt the best decision I have made in my entire life.
My first two years at Fairfield were
spent searching for something -1
wasn't quite sure what it was, until
I got the R.A. job. In fact, I got
more than I had ever dreamed of. I
was immediately introduced to a
master key, 38 of the most wonderful people I had ever met, a floor
full of "potential friends", and a
building full of "potential enemies." The building is Gonzaga
and the floor is Gonzaga 2. Although I may be bias, I firmly
believe that the R.A. room on that
floor is the nicest room on campus
and the women that migrate to that
floor are the most dynamic women
at Fairfield. I would like to take
this opportunity to thank each and
every one of the G-2 residents of
88-89 and 89-90. Each of you
have contributed to who I am to-

day and for that I am eternally
grateful. Thank you is not enough
for Rich, Pat, Patty, Elsi, Flo, and
the Head Resident Staff especially
Lorinda - whether you know it or
not, the support you have provided,
allowed me to excel not only as an
R.A.,butasaperson. I want you to
know that I can see the degree of
dedication and the degree to which
you truly care for the Fairfield
student - someone on this campus
truly appreciates you!
I couldn't end this reflection without mentioning three
people who have challenged me,
supported me, laughed at and with
me, but most importantly, tolerated me. Nancie, you have taught
me so much about people and life
in general...please don't ever let
me become too distant. Tricia, I
don't know where I'd be right now
without your shoulder to lean on...
you're a "buddy" in the true sense
of the word. Alison, you were the
best role model this "lazy returner"
could have ever had... I will take
your friendship with me wherever
I go.
To my Mom, for continuously supporting me, for letting go
and always being there to pick up
the pieces, I hope to make half the
difference you have made in this
world. To Dad, for continually
giving of yourself even when you
can'tquiteunderstandmy motives,
without your relentless support, I
would not be who I am today.
Okay, now I am finally
ready to say goodbye...Farewell
Fairfield...you move from my reality into my memories never to be
experienced in quite the same way
ever again.
I

Jogues 4 Lounge - Sophomore Year
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Shut that Big Ugly Mouth
The Alpha and the Omega plus
a whole lot more
Joseph C. DeVito
Outta Here Like Vladimir
The Mirror Office, April
22,1:15 a.m.
This is ridiculous. One of
the last weekends of my senior
year of college and I'm sitting here
staring at a Macintosh computer
like it was a crystal ball. And it's
staring right back at me.
"Four years," the computer
says to me, "four big ones you've
spent writing for this rag, and now
you've got to shut that Big Ugly
Mouth of yours and ride your late
model Ford Fairmont off into the
sunset. You're finished, history,
you're in the past tense, yesterday's paper, fini, done, over, expired, kaput. Give it your last college try and get the hell out of
here!"
As if it were that easy. I've
banged 'em out every Thursday
since week three of my freshman
year, but now I'm choking.
Should I write a smoochy
"best four years of my life" piece
like everyone else? Nah; I still like
to think that the best four years of
my life haven't happened yet.
Maybe I should try to get my last
digs in while I can, or maybe I
should just write about senior year,
or the library, or the parties or
maybe I can't do this all in one
article! Give me more time!
This just can't be it...
In The Beginning AKA
Why I Came Here In The First
Place
When I was a senior in high
school, I had no idea what I was
looking for in a college. We
DeVito's had bounced off the boat
in only recent times and college
was a luxury that my sister and I
were the first to indulge in. While
many are able to follow the example of their older siblings when
it comes to choosing a school, my
situation was a little different. My
sister went to the Boston Conservatory of Music, so unless I was
prepared to get my tutu out of the
mothballs and limber up, I would
have to look elsewhere.
Not that I don't throw the
old tutu on now and then just for
laughs, but since the war wound it
hasn't been the same.
So, since I basically had no
idea what the hell I was doing, I
decided not to worry about it and
left my higher education up to fate.
Fortunately, someone upstairs had
a plan in mind and took care of all
the little details.
I came to Fairfield because
God told me to.
Now before you go burning
me at the stake, let me explain.
While God could have helped me
out in other departments, i.e., four
more inches (of height), a cleft
chin, unlimited wealth, etc., His
influence can not be denied after a
careful revue of the facts, especially when I put them in very eerie
italics;
- My Mom works at a company called The Society of Plastics
Engineers (SPE) in Brookfield, Ct.
A friend of hers from work had a
daughter, whom we shall refer to
as "Kim," because that was her
name, and who was to be a senior
at Fairfield, and she recommended
the school highly. Kim had lived in
Kostka Hall for three years, which
was the same dorm I was assigned
to freshman year.
Oh, by the way, SPE is located on Fairfield Drive in
Brookfield, Ct.
CUE SCARY ORGAN

A GUI moment - Bill Kidd, Paul Johnson, Chris Hogan, Bill Peet,
Sean Reilly

MUSIC
- So I filled out the Fairfield
application, along with ones for
Villanova and the University of
New Hampshire, because the Wildcats had recently won the NCAA
hoop title and a friend of my Dad's
had gone to UNH. We came for the
tour on a'beautiful fall day, when
all of the leaves were a' changin',
and the cool breeze was a' blowin,
and the cute little ducks were a'
swimmin' and all that other crap.
Our tour was the usual brainless
sugarcoated Utopian hype, but we
didn't know any better at the time.
My interview went fine,
even though the only interview tip
I could remember was to maintain
eye contact. Unfortunately this was
the only tip that my interviewer
had remembered as well, and as a
result we spent the whole time
staring each other down with our
faces inches apart and our eyes
bursting with tears. After a firm
handshake and a few lame
"harumph harumph" type jokes
from Dad, we headed home. At
this point, it was pretty much between Fairfield and Villanova.
A few weeks later, we made
the trek down to Pennsylvania. It
was a long ride through rain and
fog CUE SCARY ORGAN MUSIC. When we arrived, we found
the campus littered with trash and
empty beer cans as it was the middle
of Greek week CUE SCARY
MUSIC AND AN EVEN SCARIER LOOK FROM MOM.
So we go and wait for the
next tour, and this cute chick in a
Villanova sweatshirt comes over
and I start to think that maybe this
place isn't so bad after all. Maybe
Fairfield was going to go out the
window CUE SCARIEST MUSIC
YET BECAUSE YOU JUST
AIN'T GONNA BELIEVE THIS
PART.

Our tour guide's name was
Amy Fairfield and she was from
Faiifield, Ct.
I couldn't make this up. I
wouldn't dare.
So after Dad filled his quota
of embarrassing statements ("Gee,
didja ever think of going to Fairfieldt Amy Fairfield?"), we loaded
up the Buick and headed home.
Nobody's that stupid. I could see
the writing on the wall.
The First Year
I was terrified, plain and
simple. I knew what I was up
against. This college thing would
be just like high school, only worse.
All the good looking guys and gals
would automatically become cool
and the rest of us would have to
earn it. At least I knew the rules of
the game.
Kostka III was a mostly
freshman floor with a classic cast
of characters. It was a great place
to live, especially if you liked
having the bathroom door crack
you in the knees whenever you sat
on the can. Fortunately, my roomie
Rob Tockarshewsky and I rarely
had a problem with that, as that
seat was usually taken by Ric or
Chris Brown, our suitemates. As if
it wasn't hard enough already to
remember who was whom, we had
another set of twins, Mike and Bill
Peet on our floor, to further complicate matters.
We got by as best we could.
Rob and Jeanette fought constantly,
and I lost each time because I had
to hear about it afterwards. Bill and
Mike fought. The Browns didn't,
but they sure studied a lot. Sean
Reilly, Dave Waterman, Jen Rinaldi and many others all saved a
space for yours truly. John "Superr
star" Courtemanche, '88, lived
across the hall and told me to check
out the first Mirror meeting. My
first article, Freshman Have Two

Heads, made the cut and by the end
of first semester I was the only
freshman on the editorial board.
Who could have known that
the school newspaper would become an obsession and a love/hate
affair that would both give me my
fifteen minutes of fame and worry
ten years off my life?
I had first period every day,
and so did this big Irish kid who
lived in Claver. Four weeks into
the semester our teacher read off
the names of those who still hadn't
bothered to sign up for language
lab.
"Jose DeVito."
"Roberto O'Donnell."
Instant friends.
My first class, Intro to Religious Studies, introduced me to Fr.
Simon Harak and a syllabus that
nearly sent me running for community college. But, if I may
shmooze with the faculty for a
moment, the class turned me into a
student and taught me more than
any other I've taken.
Now that I've finished clapping the erasers...
The Mets beat the Sox, and
Lynn Starapoli and Carolyn Austin
housed me Rob and Sean at hoops.
But I beat Bill Peet at pool. We
hung out with chicks on Campion
IV, where Chris Peri and Katie
Dunn always had a cigarette with
your name on it. The Hooters came
and went, but Humidifier debuted
at the Battle of the Bands and have
been kicking butt ever since. Our
RA Chris Ritchie became FUSA
pres and said he did it to get chicks.

I was on dorm council, but
got no chicks .Nearly faked a pizza
delivery to Jen Morgan's room,
but was too kind to take the money.
For those who have any
question about whether or not
freshman floors are a good idea, let
me speak from experience. Many
was the night Ric and I spent rapping in the bathroom about the
futility of existence and how much
more we still wished we were in
high school. Sean and I argued
about whether you could "ever go
home again," and the damned
optimist wouldn't listen.'Nuff said.
I wrote a full page article
called Stupidity On Campus and
included a few sentences at the end
referring to overweight ladies
sunbathing in the quad and had my
first experience with hate mail. It
wouldn't be my last. In the years
that followed, "Fat chicks sunning
in the Quad" took on a life of its
own, and was often mentioned
when I was introduced to hew
people, which usually made a less
than great first impression. Even
this year, a friend of mine said,
"hey, remember when you wrote
that full page article about fat
girls..."
Geez, it was only three
sentences and I said I was sorry! I
was only 18 for Pete's sake!
By the end of freshman year
I was a full-fledged Features editor
and still hadn't kissed a Fairfield
girl. I remember reading Editor
Emeritus Joe Draper's final article
in the Senior Edition and saying to
continued next page
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BUMming out
myself, "someday, I will write an
article like this. Someday..."
The Second Year
Made the big move up to
Gonzaga with my new roomie and
ushered in the Peet Dynasty. Mike
Peet and some redhead named
Kevin Stevens moved into Kostka
308. Bill and I, joined by Sean
(now alternately known as "nature" or "Wolfboy"), Snake Pompeo, Larry Daly, Binky Riordan,
Bob O'Donnell, Charlie Rocco,
Handsome Frank D'Orazio,
George "Jake" LeClair, Rob Rosta,
John Moriarty, Darrell Ponzio and
Chris "Bing" Hogan made the floor
that made history. The Quad really
did rule and Gonzaga III became
known as Fairfield's mental ward;
even the freshman were deranged.
Can you even imagine a
creature named Billy Kidd?
We watched the era of dorm
parties come to an end, but we
ushered it out in style. Shaving
cream became the fifth natural
element and "floor wars" lounge
wrestlemania robbed each of us of
about ten pounds of rug-burned
skin. INXS kicked out the jams
and headed for the big times while
we drew on the bathroom stalls
and each other's passed-out faces
and loved it. Darrell confessed that
he was a big C plus, but no one
seemed to care.
Installments were made on
the parental nightmare haircut plan.
Carolyn Curran knew why I was
hairless and I loved her for it.
Overall, it was a good year for
chicks, especially those who lived
beneath us. As long as they stayed
on their own floor where they were
safe.
Bytheendoftheyear people
were afraid to walk our floor, especially icky girls. They wouldn't
get attacked, but they might get
sprayed or soaked. We were male
bonded and proud of it. We slam
danced in the elevator and walked
around with our fingers up our
noses and our hands in our pants,
but we were good folk, plain and
simple.
If I must make reference to
"the best years of my life," as senior articles seem to demand, I'd
have to say two of them were spent

on Gonzaga III.
In March I took the reigns
of an ailing newspaper, and with a
dedicated cast of newcomers behind me, began the hellish job of
pulling the Mirror out of fiscal
and organizational chaos. Andy
Davis and Ric piloted Sports, Sandi
DiCesare ran features, Lynn Casey
and a youngster with the unlikely
name of AnnMarie Puckhaber
commanded the news department.
We took a chance on an upstart
A&E editor named Brian Dunleavy
that paid off, and we worshiped the
beautiful and talented Christine
Toner in the advertising department.
I soon mastered the art of
the smarmy Editor's Note, and had
plenty of occasions to use it.
The Third Year
Orientation '89 was kicked
off in style when my former roomie
and I had porcelain bus races in
matching stalls. After competing
to see who could sell Ralph the
largest Buick on the big phone in
Oklahoma, Tock and I called it a
draw and passed out in the hallway.
As the Peet Dynasty entered
its second year, I spent most of my
time in the Mirror office pulling
out what little hair I had. While
most people think of the Mirror as
something that magically appears
each Thursday morning, we all
learned the hard way that it takes
talent and an unbelievable amount
of hard work to make it happen.
Soon, the computers began to
function, the writers started to come
through and the debts, over $20,000
worth were paid off. Many nights I
slept on the floor of the office, if I
slept at all, but the job got done,
without the help of an advisor.
And all I can say to Fairfield University about the blood,
sweat, tears and ink we shed is
Baby, you're welcome.
George Bush promised
Alumni Hall a kinder, gentler nation, but upstairs on G III it was a
different story. Some of the inmates had been released to the
townhouses and even the (gulp)
Caddyshack, but their replacements were even worse. Hank
Acevedo, Depo, Doorknob, and
Brendan "Irish" Downey led a
talentless batch of rejects whereas

Shack Attack
Joseph C. DeVito
Deceased
For the uninformed, off campus life at Fairfield University conjures up images of perfectly groomed
men and ladies in the full flower of
their youth, whose smiles ale as
blindingly white as their snappy tennis
gear and whose parents' bank accounts
are as in the black as the paint jobs on
their concertible Porsches.
Fortunately, off campus boarders are a lot more down-to-earth bunch
than a simple Skip and Muffy stereotype will allow. In fact, some of the
houses are so famous for being downto-earth that they're downright filthy.
The names themselves inspire fear:
the Rat House. The Limit. The Halfway House.
But none have the reputation
for pure unadulterated squalor of the
Caddyshack.
Located on scenic Berwick
Avenue in beautiful Bridgeport, Ct.,
the Caddyshack is actually closer to
campus than the beach houses, unless
you follow Dave Waterman's directions. But, despite the Shack's close
proximity, it remains a world apart.
Great Moments In Caddyshack History
' September 1989 - Debbie
Leibold leaves the Shack after a brief
visit. Another female does not enter
the premises for the next four months.
Dave "Lightening" Waterman borrows
an article of clothing and contributes
$3 to the house account. Dave Mullen

meets with Student Services.
Bobby Fagan helps an elderly
woman across the street, who Chris
Vergara then assualts and robs. Edward Byrne rejects a job offer from
Arthur Andersen. Andre Demarest
begins dismantling the Berlin Wall by
computer modem.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at a townhouse party.
October - Johnny "Rotten"
DiStefano begins a homework assignment. Chris Vergara spends weekend
filling apples with razors and explosives in preparation for the 31 st. Dave
Mullen meets with Student Services.
Edward Byrne rejects offer from Deloitte and Touche because an hour
isn't enough for lunch.
Bobby Fagan proclaims the
Shack to be "the Ultimate Male-Bonding House."
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at the Naut.
November - Andre Demarest
tearfully narrates a PBS special on the
Third Reich from memory. Bobby
Fagan sends a card to his mom. Dave
Mullen meets with Student Services.
Chris Vergara strikes a small child
with a tire iron and steals his lollipop.
Someone tries to use the dirty
water in Mullen's sink. Loch Ness
Monster is spotted.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at the SeaGrape.
December 1989 - The Shack
celebrates Joe DeVito's birthday with
a giuded tour of Al's Place and then try
to get him kicked out of school. Chris

Senior Edition
Tockarshewsky and Ric were
welcomed easily into the Gonzaga
in fold.
It was becoming a bloodbath. Bill cracked Sean's head
open during some rough play (you
should've seen the splinters!) only
to see the stitches reopened within
a week when a slow-reflexed
Wolfboy took a full cold one on the
same spot. George busted his head
open by merely walking down the
stairs, and Marc DiLieto earned
the nickname of "chin" when he
hit the bathroom tiles with that
same body part when he passed out
in the midst of an intense mirrorflex session.
In an event that I believe

The Fairfield Mirror
symbolized the esprit de corps,
Chris Hogan got his finger cut off
by a door. What started off innocently enough as a two player game
of Nerf football soon became a ten
player game of "let's try to hit each
other in the head or groin with a
Nerf football." This in turn escalated into a fun filled evening of
"let's try to hit each other in the
head and groin with various sporting goods after we've moved furniture into the hallway and flick
the lights on and off while slamming doors and spraying each other

with shaving cream and cold water."
Chris' s hand met with a door
jamb and the next thing we knew,
we were calling him "lefty." Fortunately, a quick thinking Wolfboy
put the severed digit on ice. Unfortunately, the ice was dropped down
someone's pants as part of yet
another practical joke, and the finger was lost.
Luckily the surgery worked.
Within a week Hoages was back in
action, wrestling Wolfboy and
cont'd next page

Brendan Downey receives an "Irish Make-Over,' courtesy
of Charlie Rocco and Skirt Collins

HATE MAIL GREATEST HITS HATE MAIL GREATEST HITS HATE MAIL
"This is in response to Joe DeVito's "Feature" column of April 2, 1987. Overall an entertaining and humorous
article, I became aware by the end of it that Mr. DeVito should have included himself on his list of Stupidity on Campus." April 1987
"I was both infuriated and insulted when I read Joe DeVito's column last week. His remarks about "Fat girls sunning themselves in the quad" were narrow-minded and childish... one of the things that makes this country beautiful and
special are the differences among people. Must everyone have the same color skin to be accepted?" April 1987
"I can not believe the audacity of Mr. DeVito. I don't believe he intended to be funny; it was insulting, cruel and
very smug... If Mr. DeVito thinks that some people should put there clothes on as to not be offensive, maybe he should
do the same with the cap of his pen." April 1987
"My intention is not to knock Joe DeVito publicly but to get some people within the Mirror to start thinking before
their every word is put into print... So if you find all the shallow, insensitive short men axed to death, I guess you'll know
who to blame." April 1987
Editor's note: letter was submitted signed "from a fat girl... any girl who has ever been calledfat... any girl who
has ever thought she was fat...," which did not really narrow down the search to "know who to blame."
Fortunately, I have not yet been axed to death, so it hasn't been necessary to call anyone in for questioning.
"Girls of all shapes and sizes have the right to sun themselves on campus without being scorned by people who
have the power of the press behind them. Using the newspaper to take pot shots at girls who my not be up to his standards
is immature and intolerable." April 1987
"The title of this article was perfectly suited; a paragraph of this nature could only be written out of stupidity. Even
though the article was written with a humorous intent, that paragraph was insulting, uncalled for, and in extremely bad
taste." April 1987
"It saddened me to see the student newspaper of a respected Jesuit university devote almost a half a page on March
31 to A Plethora of Practical Jokes and Put-Ons.... the collection of jokes specificaly described as "illegal in the State
of Connecticut" and violating "Mirror standards of decency" was nothing less than irresponsible... Pranks and Put-Ons
tarnished the reputation of the Mirror and denies it an opportunity to evolve into a respected and effective campus voice."
April 1988
"I don't know whether you called anyone to seek facts before you wrote your piece; it seems unlikely. We seem
to be in an overload this year of writing first and checking details later." March 1990
Vergara steps on a dog's tail and likes
it.
Later that month, a "sleepy"
Dave Mullen refuses to leave the back
seat of his car after following a rugby
party. After several unsuccessful attempts to revive him, Bobby Fagan,
Andre Demarest and Joe DeVito decide that instead of dragging Dave into
the house it would be more prudent to
instead drive his car onto Penfield
beach and leave him there at 4:00 in
the morning.
When the morning sun finally
roused him, Dave thought it was time
to meet his maker. "I remember looking out the window and seeing all this
light shining on me," Dave claims, "It
was a profoundly religious experience."
Dave, clad in pajama pants, an
army jacket, work boots, a necktie and
a Santa hat, then marched into the
nearest beach house, where he
promptly passed out on the couch.
Bobby Fagan leaves a bowl of
milk out for stray cats, which Chris
Vergara promptly poisons with DranO. Dave Waterman realizes that the
house heating and electric bill hasn't
been paid since 1903. English Rich
moves in for good.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at Al's Place.
January 1990 - Vermin infestation reaches invasion proportions.
Johnny Rotten wrestles a mouse to the
ground and then eats it with over-night
rice. Andre begins breeding experiments with hopes of producing the
UberMaus. Edward Byrne rejects an

offer from Price Waterhouse because
their official stationary is an ugly color.
Harry "Ogre" Portland returns
from Washington D.C. and begins
lobbying for his own room.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at a church function.
February - The Shack heads
down to the Mardi Gras and doesn't
shower for a week. Ogre becomes
jealous. Chris Vergara recovers from
an excorcism. Edward Byrne decides
to officially change his major to Accounting and takes on a 14 class load.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up at a little league game.
March - Spring Break in
Jamiaca! Dave Waterman grows dreds

while Edward Byrne goes back to
nature. Johnny Rotten finishes his
homework assignment by fax while
Chris Vergara tries to launder his
Jamaican currency. Bobby stays home
and writes a 143 page paper. English
Rich deported.
Dave "Nuke" Mayer tries to
hook up with some rasta women.
April - Edward Byrne decides
to change his major to Nursing. Vergara begins doctoral thesis on how the
wearing of baseball hats contributes to
male pattern baldnss. Andre bums all
headwear in the kitchen sink except
for his pointed helmet. Dave "Nuke"
Mayer enters a monastery.
May 1990 and beyond-?

The Shack: Ogre Portland, Himmler Demarest, Johnny Rotten, English Rich, Corkey Mullen, Smiley Vergara, Nuke Mayer, Cool Eddie
B., Little Bobby (missing: DeVito,Snake, Larry Daly)
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For 60 Grand

We learned stuff after all
Chris Brown
Senior Cool Guy

The end to four years of
higher education is rapidly creepinguponus. Wecan'tpreventthat
horrible and ugly monster called
GRADUATION from slithering
into our perfectly protected lives.
It is going to grab us in its wretched
hands and all our struggling won't
shake us free. The revolting beast
is then going to hurl us like rag
dolls into that grisly and harrowing place known as THE REAL
WORLD.
But don't spend countless
nights lying in bed with a stare of
desperation burning through your
ceiling. We will be more than
adequately prepared for the trek
that the G-word monster is going
to send us on. Fairfield University's $60,000 schooling is the
ultimate preparation for life. Keep
reading that last sentence until you
can do it without giggling.
Let' s peer into what we have
actually learned here at this bastion of mind cultivation. The
classes, the faculty, and the entire
COLLEGE! experience have been
invaluable in readying us for battling the future.
Creative thinking is definitely fostered here at F.U. It comes
in especially handy when those
classes that fit perfectly into your
schedule are filled. You realize
that the professors won't sign you

BUM luck runs out
wielding his cast like a club.
I survived my year as Editor
in Chief and celebrated by getting
pitifully smashed at 400 nights and
landing face down in the dirt.
Concerned friends then put a dead
crab on my head and rifled through
my belongings before putting me
out to pasture in vomit heaven. It
was pretty excellent.
With the Mirror now in the
capable hands of Lynn Ann Casey,

Up
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AsanR.A. in Campion, Chris Brown saw some odd things happen in
the showers
in if you tell them you need the
class because it will allow you to
have no class on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Fridays. Professors don't
look kindly on students who beg to
get in a class by saying, "I find the
material very interesting and it will
help me reach a goal I set for myself
when I decided to go to college: the
quest for the five-day weekend!"
This is where the art of what the
layman calls "Brown-nosing"
comes in handy.
Grades are very important
for grabbing an agreeable job after
college. At F.U., students have
learned that excessive amounts of
studying are not required for acceptable grades. Alternate techniques can be very useful out in

THE REAL WORLD.The art of
cramming teaches students how to
work well under extreme pressure.
They are able to take in a multitude
of information and hold it in their
brains until it is expelled through
the point of a pen and into a blue
book. This method of studying
gets students ready for bouts with
over demanding bosses and primes
them for severe anxiety attacks
that jobs and family will bring.
If we graduating seniors can
remember these lessons which we
learned that were not published in
the course catalogue, we may be
equipped to become productive
members of society. That $60,000
education might even be worth
every cent. Naah.

new housing lottery is placed upon
them. Things start to get ugly.
November: The poop hits
the fan. Students rally to protest
the naming of the chapel, the proposed freshman dorms, the housing policy and the new off campus
lottery. Hundreds turn out to show
their support. I write a really long
article because no one else would
and hopefully it became a part of
history.
Just to set the record straight:
if as many people actually participated in this whole thing as claimed

people who talk the loudest about
it now are the same folks that me,
Pat, Frank, Langston Jones, Charise
Burt and a few others had to go to
war with to get the thing approved
in the first place.
And that's the double truth,
Ruth.
190 Nites was, well, 190
Nites. And we had plenty to be
thankful for.
December: I spent my birthday at Al's Place with members of
the Caddyshack. 'Nuff said.
January: Fear and despair
sink in as graduation approaches.
February: 90 Nites destroys
the known universe. Jen Morgan
does not remember the pizza incident. Fear and despair sink in as
graduation approaches.
March: AnnMarie Puckhaber elected Editor in Chief. Fear
and despair sink in as graduation
approaches.
April: Showers bring May
flowers. Mayflowers bring pilgrims. Faith in humanity restored
when I discussed the literary works
of Charles Bukowski with Jim
Coughlin and Jim Goodwin at the
Naut. Goodwin fills me in on the
lamest pick up line ever, and I
thank him for it. Tim Butterfield,
Snoop Ryan and many others increase pressure for seeing their
names in print before the year ends.
Fear and despair sink in as
graduation approaches...
What I'll Remember
Fondly
Yelling at tour groups... the
Deli... getting an 'A' on a paper or
test I really busted for... getting an
'A' when I flung the manure... the
time some lame chicks asked me to
leave their party because I ranked
on their letter to the editor... always finding someone to b.s. with
at any hour... watching people read
the Mirror every Thursday...
having someone think I was an
upperclassman when I wasn't...
Humidifier's album... jamming
with various bands... T'BUNGA...
making fun of drunks... whenever
someone told me that they liked
my column... relaxing after a rough
week... just plain hanging out
What I Won't Remember

'400 Nites: 8 people who have never been in the same photo since - George
LeClair, Wolfboy, Darrell, Rob Rosta, Tock, Karen Pisiach, Michelle Rusano,
RePete
I decided that a career on the FUS A to afterwards, there wouldn't have
legislature would be a perfect way been anyone left in the audience to
to burn off any free time I may watch them. Warren DiDonato,
Dennis Klein, Sean Leyden, Tom
have.
Senior Year: The Last Hur- Pellegrino, Pat Foote, Frank Jefferson, me, Matt Gallagher, Tom
rah
(Senior year, party party "Winnie" Harrington, Dave Colparty, right? Well its 5:00 a.m. lum, Chris McSherry, Brian Hayes
now, and the crystal ball still hasn' t and a small group of others were
told me all it should. Pretty soon there from the beginning. Don't be
people will start sitting out for fooled by those bandwagon-jumpDogwoods tickets and I'll have to ers who played it safe.
When it was all over but the
run out there and tell them to shut
up. Is this any way to spend Earth shouting, we learned that it was
okay to just say no and assert your
Day?)
September: Egads, I feel beliefs as long as you didn't conold. These freshman look at me tradict University policy. Then you
like I'm ninety. I feel like I'm had to be quiet and suck it up. Hey,
we gave it our best shot, even
ninety. Maybe I am ninety.
October: Inter-Residence though there were still plenty who
Hall Government (IRHG) is sat on there butts and let us carry
formed. The administration cracks their weight.
We did get the townhouse
down on townhouse parties, enforcing a no band rule and threat- band ban repealed and we finally
ening to take away keg priviliges. got a Minority / Special Interest
Student leaders complain that they Group position added to the cabiare being scapegoated when the net. Avoid the bandwagon jumpburden of devising an unpopular ers on this one, too - it seems the
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Field of Dreams
(cont'd from p. 21, Gardner)
with his fly down and his shirt
sticking out, and the umpire
shouted, "I've had enough of this
kid. He looks ridiculous!" He
once caught a foul pop up, raising
his arms in triumph as if we had
won the MAAC! Brian had a
chance to celebrate for real in '89,
when he beat Mercy in the bottom
of the 9th with a game-winning hit.
Atta-baby, Dog Mash!
Junior year was the best by
far, and my favorite. Sean Looney
was our most injured Stag ever. In
three years he had broken his collar bone, gotten stitches from a
fence collision, and broken his jaw!
Stay healthy, Loondog. Speaking
of breaking—Steve Becker's belt.
It broke while he threw a pitch.
The ball was hit to first base and as
Steve ran to cover the bag, his
pants fell down to his ankles! But
the Monster still made the play.
Down South in Greenville we discovered Club Rio, and I'm still not
sure whether she was married.
Well, Ronnie J.?? But then I slept
with the Hoffer - enough said.
At Fordham that year, we
had an 8-0 lead with bases loaded,
no outs in the 3rd inning! Then it
POURED! The weather has always treated us rough. From an
iced over Spring Break to cold hot
chocolate at C.W. Post, we can
never escape the cold. Sometimes
in baseball you think you've seen
it all, right? Well, at Holy Cross, I
was pitching in the 5 th inning when
it started to snow. Snow is a mild
term - driving blizzard is more like
it! Solimine came to the mound
and told me to throw it over the

middle because nobody could SEE
it. Two snow delays later the Stags
had a 4-3 victory. 400 Nights
happened soon after, and I went
with Tom Murray and Ron Jason.
I'd love to tell you about practice
that day, but I don't remember it.
Tom, what did we do in center
field?
We finished 17-16 in 1989,
but not without a battle at the end.
We needed to sweep a doubleheader from St. Peter's to finish
over .500 for the season. Wehadn't
been over that mark since 1985.
Becker won the first game, and I
started game two. Mix in a barrage
of verbal warfare, several near
brawls, two clueless umpires, a
come-from-behind rally, and a few
ejections and we did it! I almost
got tossed from the game. Coach
Slosar came out to the mound for a
conference early in the game. After
he left, I kind of hit the next batter.
The other coach accused Coach of
telling me to do it. In defense
Coach kept yelling, "No! Uh, uh.
I didn't do it!!" He didn't The ball
just slipped, you know?
Senior year is practically
gone. By the time this comes out I
will have thrown against my freshman brother from Fordham. It's
his dream now. It's hard to say
exactly how I feel. Four years ago
Danny said, "Why are you studying physics? Yougottaplayballso
you can get to the show!" I guess
our show is over now. We've had
our four-year dream, we've got
our watches, and we' ve got memories that no one can ever have. No
one. Thanks guys, for all the
memories.

Fondly
Alcohol abuse... allnighters... a University president
that most students see only on the
first day of orientation and at their
graduation... stupid, stupid rules...
eating bad food... being subjected
to drunken critiques of the Mirror... always capitalizing the word
"mirror" out of habit... people doing
good things and not getting credit...
getting caught... tuition increases...
dirty bathrooms... uprightness and
closed minds... never getting any
sleep...
The Mirror Office April
22,6:00 a.m.
Enough already. I've overdone it again, I know, but four
years in one sitting is tough. There
are a lot of words here, but they
still might not be the right ones.
Get To The Point
It was real and it was fun,
and sometimes it was real fun. Four
years later I feel like my whole life
has changed, and it's because of
you, and when I say "you," I don't
mean some absrtact concept of "the
Fairfield Experience."
"You" are the friends that
I've made, students, faculty, everyone who put in the time to make
these four years worth remembering. Memories of parties etc., won't
last forever, but the memories of
times spent with people who
wanted to accomplish things and
make a difference will. To Tom
Pellegrino and those who work
hard in FUSA and to Ric,
AnnMarie, Brian, Lynn, and all

the rest of the folks at the Mirror,
thanks for having the faith in me to
let me do my own thing.
I still can't believe they're
making me leave here just as I was
getting the hang of it. I may have
been on the verge of being a "cool
guy-"
So this is it. The end. The
next time you'll read me babbling
about college it'll be in novel form.
We hope. What I can tell you for
sure is that I'll remember it all, for
better and for worse, so let' s make
this last month together last. We
owe it to each other.
This is goodbye, Fairfield
University. It's not fair, and it's
not fun, but it's very, very real. I
will miss you all, my brothers and
sisters, this damned newspaper,
everything.
Amy Fairfield wishes she
had it this good.
And with that, the Big Ugly
Mouth is closed...

Fill 'er up!

The perpetually pumped housemate Frank D'Orazio: more than
just a pretty face
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The Time of Your Life
Thomas Pellegrino
Contributing Senior
If my life were being played
on a VCR right now, I think I
would hit the pause button.
TIME-OUT
Yes, I'm acoward and I'll be
the first one to admit it. I never did
like Time. I always had a hard time
telling it. My parents always used
to tell me I didn't know how to
spend it. And while I was FUSA
President, I sure didn't know how
to manage it. Its no wonder that
even after four years of college, I
still don't know how to deal with
it. Would anyone mind telling me
where the time went?
In all truthfullness, it has, as
the title eludes to, been the time of
my life. Any feeble attempt I might
make at slowing it down would be
unjust, because I've come to the
end of an experience that is going
to keep me smiling for a long time
to come.
I look back upon my time
spent here at Fairfield and a smile
creeps across my face. I know that
I'm not alone when I tell you that
I've had some great moments at
this place. The past year in particular has been really special for
me, really odd also, but special!
When you get yourself involved in
something as deeply as I did with
FUSA, you come to grow very
comfortable in your position and
almost complacent to those things
going on around you.
Then all of the sudden, a
funny twist of fate turns everything around and presents you with
a totally foreign situation. Suddenly its as if your at the helm of a
whole new ship, traveling a course
you didn't charter, and heading for
a destination you've never heard
of. That's exactly what this past
year felt like to me. And I'll tell
you, if I were asked to do it all over
again I wouldn't change a thing,
because in the midst of all the

turmoil and chaos, I found that
there arose some of the most dedicated and wonderful people a President could ever hope to work with.
As many times as I've tried to
thank these people, I still don't
think I've done them justice. They
were, and still are, simply the best.
I'm not sure, but during all of
this, I think I stumbled upon one of
those "life's valuable lessons" I
learned that a leader (that would
probably be me) is about 5% his
own efforts, and about 95% the
hard work and dedication of his
followers (that would be all those
great people I just told you about,
those students in both my Cabinet
and Senate that have worked so
hard to make this such a terrific
year, those students who invariably put a big grin on my face
whenever I think of them).
Don't get me wrong, I loved
being President. There was nothing like sitting behind that big oak
desk, grabbing hold of the President's gavel and slamming that
thing home, and then raising a
clenched fist to the heavens and
swearing out the foulest of oaths
against the injustices of college
life. Of course, I would have to
stop, because somebody would
then walk into my office and look
at me kind of strange, and I would
start turning all different shades of
red while trying to regain my coolness, which was really never there
to begin with.
In all seriousness, for as short
a time as it was, being FUSA President was both an honor and a
priveledge for me, one that I'm
going to miss dearly. I can only
hope that I did justice to this wonderful position left to me by my
predescessor and friend, Warren
DiDonato. The most difficult thing
about being FUSA President is not
so much in saying good-bye to
your position, its saying good-bye
to your people. Unfortunately, this
year I'm the guy thats got to do it.

Goodbye, Fairfield
Julie Matthei
Contributing Senior
On a warm, sunny, September day in 1986, five graduates
from Manhasset High School came
to Fairfield to begin their Freshman year. At that time, graduation
was the last thing on our minds.
We were filled with the excitement of meeting new people and
the prospect of being on our own
for the first time. Unbelievably,
graduation is now only a few weeks
away! The question, "what will
you miss most about Fairfield" can
be answered only by recollecting
upon these memores.
As a freshman and sophomore on Jogues II, I made long
lasting friendships. How could I
ever forget dinners in Seilers at the
"Jogues II table", HOT 103 dance
parties on Loyola III, jello shot in
the J2 triple, the "nuzzy- favels"
football team, boat races at the
point, crowding around the TV
every afternoon to watch GH, late
study nights in the Lounge, tailgating at Rugby games, Spring Break
- the Gleneagles hotel, breakfast
parties on May Day Weekend ...
Junior year was a turning
point. My long awaited move to
the beach was finally a reality! I
lived at Low Tide, which as then at
1235 Beach Road. Our"cardboard
house" brought us many interesting events, such as mice, leaks, and
dealing with "real people" (otherwise known as neighbors).
After a few months, we
actually missed Seilers. The Low
Tide Christmas party, 590 and 400
Nites, the keg races, house dinners, parties on the point, the Floating Naut, bat races - and the looming fear of starting to write out a

resume were all part of an eventful
year.
Senior year came quicker
than we had expected. We moved
into a new house, 1359, but we
kept the same name. Most importantly, we were LEGAL, as was
evident with our lack of funds from
spending at the Grape. 190 Nites
was indeed, "crazy, weird, and
fun." The second annual Christmas Party proved to be better than
the first. Before we knew it, 90
Nites was here, and while it was a
great time, it sadly reminded us
that our time at Fairfield was
coming to an end.
A little over a week after 90
Nites, a fire destroyed our beautiful beach house. Unfortunately,
this will problably be my most
vivid memory of Fairfield. While
it was an awful experience, it made
me realize that Fairfield really is a
very special place. My housemates and I will never forget the
enormous outpouring of support
from everyone in the Fairfield
community.
Obviously I have touched
only a few experiences. Undoubtedly, the most important has been
receiving a quality education. The
five girls from Manhasset High
School have indeed changed. We
have grown intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually.
Without a doubt the thing I
will miss most about Fairfield is
my friends. They are the best in the
world. Thanks - On the Rocks,
High Tide, and everyone else on
the beach for being a part of my
life. A special thanks to Miss,
Meg, Ween, Sush, and Rubs. I love
you guys!
Goodbye Fairfield U. Hello
real world.

Time is once again asking me to
say good-bye. So I think I'll call a
time-out
You may have noticed that
I've been doing that quite often
throughout this article. I've found
it to be quite a useful technique.
When I was young I used to play
alot of sandlot football with my
friends from the neighborhood. My
team came to adopt the unique
strategy that when we were faced
with the decision of "kickin" or
"stickin", we would call time-out.
As soon as we noticed the other
team just lounging around, taking
advantage of the time-out and not
paying any attention to us, we'd
call a quick time-in and punch-in a
sweet six points. Won a lot of
games that way.
Unfortunately, Time doesn't
play football, so I don't suppose
my time-outs are proving very
affective now.
It sterns as though the past 4
years lasted approximately 17 days.
Time is our growing up in life.
And don't let anybody ever tell
you that you've stopped growing
by the time you get to college.
Physically, yes, maybe, but its
different when you're in college.
You begin to experience a whole
new kind of growing, and you don't
have to be number one in your

class, or on the basketball team, or
even FUSA President to know what
I mean. When you're in college,
you're faced with the task of making some very important decisions
about yourself and what you want
to do in life.
I suppose the anxiety we feel
when we see our four years coming to a close stems mainly in part
from our uncertainty about whether
or not we've really come to know
that person we see in the mirror
every morning.
We come to wonder if we've
made the right decisions for that
person. I suppose that there's no
real way of knowing if we've made
the right choices, but there is the
very good possibility that we've
put ourselves on the right track.
Our instincts are never given the
credit they truly deserve, nor are
they often allowed to dictate what
are actions will be. In our battle
with Time, we've become very
calculated in our methods, very
precise in the things we do. Maybe
its time we stopped doing battle
with Time and let it run its natural
course with us. We may find that
just when we think our Time has
run out, it really may be just starting up.
Time has actually been a
pretty good friend to me. All the

time I spent battling it, I never
bothered to notice what it was
giving me; a wonderful education,
some of the best friends a person
could have, and even a little piece
of mind. I can't help but smile now
and realize that my time here is
truly done.
In less than a month, I will be
standing on the top of a hill located
near the edge of campus. Hidden
behind a lovely stone building that
overlooks the Long Island Sound,
a large crowd of friends and relatives will have gathered to witness
the graduation of the class of Nineteen-ninety.
On this Sunday morning, I
will be saying good-bye to Fairfield University. Many thoughts
will be racing through my mind.
Yet, I have a feeling that one
thought will stick out above all the
others. It will be that of a little boy
playing football with his friends.
And just as that little boy looks
about the field and notices that the
other team is no longer watching
him, he gets the feeling that he has
defied not only his opposition, but
possibly Time itself. It is at this
moment that the little boy calls
TIME-IN.
Congratulations and best of
luck to the greatest class in the
world, the class of 1990.

Like most members of the Class of 90...
Siubain Caulfield
Contributing Senior
I think that like most members of the Class of 1990,1 chose to
come to Fairfield because of the
brilliant gold University catalogue.
Just the sight of it took my breath
away. It was a 24 carat treasure
among the scores of non-descript
college catalogues in my guidance
counselor's office.
Beside that, the application
inside were really short and there
were no required essays. Jeez,
Boston College wanted three essays. I sensed immediately that
Fairfield was the place for me. But
just to make sure, I decided to take
a look around after I received my
acceptance letter.
It was a cold, rainy day when
I arrived with my parents to take a
tour of Fairfield. We were all
given red and white Fairfield
umbrellas, which for some reason
my father thought we were supposed to keep. This minor mix-up
caused me a few slight pangs of
embarrassment which quickly
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escalated into full-blown thoughts
of suicide when my mother bacme
detached from the tour and ended
up in Westport.
Later, after we recovered my
mother, I asked her what she
thought of the University. She said
that it was a lot bigger than she
thought it would be, but that everyone looked "really nice." It was
true, everyone did look really nice
- clean-cut, Catholic-school nice.
This worried me because (although
I was clean) I had never gone to
Catholic school.
I turned to my father and
asked him if I should go to Fairfield. He suggested that I might
prefer a school that wasn 't as "close
to home" and was more "state run."
However, the final decision
was up to me. In the end, the allure
of seeing my parents teetering on
the brink of financial ruin in order
to give me an education was just
too powerful to resist. My choice
was clear; I would go to Fairfield.
And now I'm leaving. (I
think I feel a cliche coming on...) It
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seems like only yesterday that I
was a disoriented freshman being
dragged by my parents through the
hallways of Campion III. I can
recall so clearly the mocking curl
of my father's lip when he informed me that my next-door
neighbor was a priest.
Can four years really have
gone so quickly? Not without
leaving your head full of memories. Hereareafewmine...myfirst
meeting with my roommate Cathy
(where she was explaining the
exclusive features of men's underwear to a room full of people). My
surprise birthday party in Regis
(where I had rum without Coke
and couldn't supress the urge to
sing like Aretha), the nightly runs
back to Claver after feasting on
Seller's cuisine, trying to kill the
Xerox machine in Canisius, and
lots more stuff that I'm sure I don't
remember.
There are also some things
that I will miss about Fairfield:
That gutsy little elevator in Canisius, Being a work-study Xerox
lackey, Flipping the light on when
guys are peeing on the backporch,
Making my roommate laugh when
she is trying to swallow hot chocolate and watching her vomit
through her nose, and The sweet
smell of Stag droppings on freshlycut grass.
Much to my surprise I've met
some pretty decent people here. I
won't mention any names because
I have a cool, detached, non-caring, misanthropic image that I'd
like to protect.
You can't tell people that
they've had an impact on your life
and that you feel grateful for having known them. They may get the
wrong impression and try to keep
in touch after graduation.
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The Press Box
(Cont'd from p. 24)
that Game 6 and force a Game 7 in
Boston.
Cac actually listens to an
entire hockey game on the radio.
The Bruins win.
Hockey sucks again.
Summer, 1988... Nothing
much happens.
September, 1988... Scott
"Bob" Stanley, becomes my
roommate as I make the move to
Gonzaga Hall. Stanley gets a
mention because he had the same
nickname as two famous baseball
players. We could call him "Bob"
Stanley after Bob Stanley, the Red
Sox great. We could also call him
"Stan the Man" after Stan "the
Man" Musial, the Cardinals great.
Later that Month... The
United States wins the gold medal
in baseball at the Summer Olympics.
The basketball team, coached
by John Thompson, a man who
managed to not put the best college
players in America on the same
team, loses to the Soviet Union and
has to settle for a bronze medal.
October, 1988... The Fairfield soccer team and all of its
supporters get very offended when
the sports editor makes a comment
about something having to do with
chicken farms, soccer fields and
shutouts.
I make my first enemies as
sports editor. They won't be my
last.
"Hey guys, it was just a joke,"
becomes a phrase commonly spoken by me at parties.
Later that month... Greg
Jefferies boots a ground ball in the
bottom of the first inning of Game
Seven of the National League Playoffs. The Dodgers score a ton of
runs and the Mets lose in a rout.
Davey Johnson comes up short
again.
Later that month... Kirk
Gibson limps up to the plate like a
beaten war-veteran to pinch hit in
the bottom of the tenth inning in
Game One of the World Series
between the A's and the Dodgers.
He lines a home run into the rightfield stands of Chavez Ravine, and
does one of the most memorable
home run trots ever.
The Dodgers and Orel Hershiser later win the whole World
Series.
January, 1989... "Stan the
Man" moves to Washington for a
semester. I move in with Chris
Hogan. The time from January,
1989 to May, 1989 will forever be
remembered by me as the happiest
time of my life because Hogan's
Mom constantly called at 6:30 in
the morning to make sure Chris
was doing all right with his school
work.
Later that month... Joe
Montana goes to his third Super
Bowl and wins his third Super Bowl
after hitting Jerry Rice with the
winning TD pass in the final
moments of the game.
Later that month... Kool
and the Gang repeats as Intramural basketball "A" champs by stopping the Evil Clowns. The game is
marred by controversy though, as
a last-second shot by the Evil
Clowns' Eddie Byrne is disallowed by the officials, giving the
Gang the championship.
February, 1989... Continuing a string of amazing endings on
Senior Night in Alumni Hall, Stag
Senior Troy Bradford says farewell to Alumni Hall in style.
The Stags play Army on this
night and trail for most of the game.
With three seconds remaining, the
Stags foul the Cadets best foulshooter, sending him to the line for
a one-and-one with a chance to
extend Army's two-point lead to ,
four points.
He misses the front end.
The Stags outlet the miss to

Bradford who dribbles just over
halfcourt and launches a 30-footer
that hits nothing but the bottom of
the net, giving the Stags an unbelievable one-point victory.
Its the only bright spot in a
terrible season.
March, 1989... Lionel and
LaSalle destroy the Stags in the
first round of the MAAC playoffs.
April, 1989... 400 Nights
happens. I walk over a car, drink to

Giants.
It is a sad day in TH 134.
Later that month... A comment about overweight females
causes a University outrage. CAC
makes more enemies.
Later that month... An
earthquake ravages the San Francisco Bay Area during the World
Series. A long delay ensues before
the A's are allowed to return the
field and sweep the Giants.
November, 1989... The
N.H.L. season gets under way. I
make some comments wishing the
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Later that month... Fairfield
University student, Charles
Rocco, wins the Daytona 500 in
his 1989 Chevy Corsica. Says,
"the lightning blue baby is quicker
than a jack rabbit chasing a carrot
in Sherwood Forest."
Later that month... Spring
training starts, but its too late.
Later that month... The
Tate George thing happens. It
could easily be the greatest sports
moment to occur in four years of
watching sports at Fairfield.
No, Wynder's shot was a
bigger deal.
Later that month... UConn
Law School says they want me. I
say, "Sure, why not? I didn't want
to get a job anyway."
April, 1990... Brent
Musburger gets canned. It could
easily be the greatest sports moment to occur in four years of
watching sports at Fairfield.
No, Buckner's boot was a
bigger deal.
Later that month... The new
big chief at the Mirror, Miss
AnnMarie What f/te-Puckhaber,
informs me that its time to pack my
bags and say good-bye.

"Don't forget to turn in your
key," she says as she shows me the
door.
May, 1990... I accept my
diploma from A.P. Kelley, S.J. I
thank him for turning the stereo
down during exam week. We shake
hands and smile for Mom and
Dad's camera.
June, 1990... I finally come
to the realization that they really
are going to make me graduate
from Fairfield. I try to mentally
prepare myself for it. But its too
late, it's already happened.
Jeff Schneider' 87, was right.
Now is not the time to become a womanly mess of tears.
Even if I consider myself a man of
the nineties. They're gonna' make
me do it aren't they? The ink is
drying on the diploma , isn't it?
I just gotta' say, without getting all weepy, that I want to thank
everybody out there for taking the
time to read the Press Box over the
last two years. I had a blast writing
it. I hope you had a blast reading it.
Boy, I'm gonna' miss it.
Oh, yeah, one more thing.
Joseph C. DeVito, will you marry
me?

A Gardner's
Field of Dreams
Dave Ciampi and Chris Brown smile during a brief sober moment at
400 Nites. Ciampi later threw up on Brown's pillow.
excess and pass out. It goes down
in memory as the best time I've
ever had in college.
Later that month... Jordan
and the Bulls run the New York
Knicks out of the NBA Playoffs.
Rick Pitino, taking note that these
Knicks will never win an NBA
championship, makes like Larry
Brown and heads to the blue-grass
of Kentucky.
Knicks fans take solace,
saying "At least the Celtics didn't
win it all."
May, 1989... While working
on Senior Week, I start to think
that maybe they're going to make
me graduate after all. I make a
mental note not to think about it.
July 4, 1989... I propose
marriage to Kara Hargraves. She
accepts.
Later that day... I propose
marriage to Maureen Perkowski.
She accepts.
September, 1989... I move
into a townhouse next door to one
Father Aloysius P. Kelley. The
constant noise coming from his
stereo forces me to find an alternative place to study. My grades
suffer tremendously.
Also in this month... I find
my self in an Economics class called
Senior Seminar. This class is taught
by Phil "Teacher of the Year"
Lane. Lane, who I think has
somehow been offended by the
anti-Boston Celtic comments
which occasionally appear in the
Press Box, makes the class read an
Economics book that is written in
Greek. He then makes the material
even more difficult by lecturing in
a Boston accent.
I wonder whether he is talking about "sharks" or "shocks,"
during one lecture, for example.
The Kelley "stereo thing"
doesn' t make studying for the class
much easier.
I phone Mom and Dad to
inform them that I might not graduate.
Later that month... I propose marriage to Christine Toner.
She giggles.
October 5, 1989... CAC is
legal.
Later that month... Kevin
Stevens, and Joseph C. DeVito
get caught with a smoking gun, so
to speak, during the National
League Playoffs between the Chicago Cubs and the San Francisco

N.H.L. season would just go away.
I make more enemies.
Hate mail addressed to Ric
Brown increases to the point where
the U.S. Postal Service has set aside
one full Boeing 747 to transport
the hate mail to me weekly.
Later that month... The
Berlin Wall falls.
December, 1989... The Stags
begin their basketball season with
a loss to American University.
Confused fans, chanting "U.S.A.,
U.S.A., U.S.A." revel in the glory
of the American victory.
Later that month... I take a
job with the Bridgeport Post, writing in the sports department. Circulation increases 17 percent within
two weeks and advertising revenues rise by 38 percent. Its a Merry
Christmas for everyone at the Post.
I humbly say, "Just doing my
job, guys."
Later that month... Joe
(Walton) must go!
January, 1990... Joe Montana throws a perfect game at the
Denver Broncos in the Super Bowl.
Montana is now 4-for-4 in the big
game. The Broncs fall to 0-4.
The Super Bowl continues
the tradition of turning out just like
the Senior Prom. A lot of hype
and glitz, but when you get right
down to it, it's not all that it's
cracked up to be.
Later that month... A sports
editor's heart is found in the garbage, ground up like cheap hamburger meat.
Later that month... The
Gang Dynasty ends.
February, 1990... Spring
training doesn't start.
Earlier that month... James
"Buster" Douglas makes the 1976
Academy Award-winning Best
Picture, Rocky, come to life. Except James don't run up no stairs.
Later that month... The antihockey thing gets violent. But
CAC survives to joke about it
later.
Says, "Hey guys, nothing
personal, really."
March, 1990... I spend one
week in Florida with four good
friends. I have a blast. I'm twenty
minutes from Port St. Lucie. Spring
training still doesn't start.
Later that month... I propose marriage to AnnMa-brie
Puckhaber. She says, "Sure, why
not?"

Matt Gardner
Hangin up the spikes
Stepping on the diamond
that fall in '86 was just the beginning. A four-year dream. The opportunity to play Division I baseball! How many careers were
ended after high school graduation?
God had just given me and four
other freshman an extended contract. "Is this heaven?" No, it's
Connecticut, but it'll do. For Dan
Buchanan, Brian Cleary, Matt
Gardner, Mike Svab, and Matt
Torrenti, Connecticut would do just
fine.
There were others back then.
We all began that dream together.
The Class of '90 had fourteen men
on the 86-87 squad. There was
Ron Jason, Torrenti, Tom Murray,
Pat Butler and Gardner on the
mound, or close to it. The infield
had spots for Svabber, Buchanan,
Cleary and Ignacio Jaca. Dave
Arnott, Darin Fink and Sean
Looney provided an adventurous
outfield. John Austin caught me,
and caught my curveball off his
chin. Sorry, John. And George
Arau ... where are you?
Our field of dreams was kept
that way by groundskeeper Bob
Koteles. Three things will always
stand out about Bob: his love/
obsession with Alumni Field; his
bare hehind mooning us every time
he bent over; and the time he kicked
us off the field for stepping on the
wet grass. "John... John! What are
you doing, John!?", he yelled at
Coach Slosar. We played on some
other great fields, too. Many were
associated with minor league baseball like the Diamond in Richmond,
Muzzy in Bristol, and Beehive in
New Britain. Then, there was the
Mud at Atlantic Christian, the Cell
Block at L.I.U., and the 200 Foot
Porch in right field at Iona.
Memories, though. How
nervous was Tom Murray the first
time he threw during a freshman
fall scrimmage? Senior star Joe
Mancini roped a line drive at Tom's
head, scattering his clothes like
Charlie Brown! Welcome to Division I, Tom. Our first spring training in January taught us to 'build
character' and 'conqueradversity'.
Did we have to do that at 5:30 a.m.
practices? Before we left for the
Southern trip, Joe 'the Barber'
Solimine gave us all haircuts. Then
all 28 of us crammed into the
trainer's room during practice to
listen as A.J. Wynder hit a miracle
buzzer shot to beat Iona and send

the hoop team to the NCAA's.
The first bus trip to North
Carolina was hell! I slept well, for
the first hour. I watched the dark
highway for the last fourteen hours!
In four years of Southern trips,
we' ve spent the most time in Greenville, NC, home of the East Carolina Pirates. They mashed our
pitching. My ERA after ECU was
189.00(?). Welcome to Division I,
Matt. They slaughtered our names.
Pronunciation, or for that matter
the English language, wasn't too
big at ECU. Our names became:
Solimno; Bansalak; Meoria; and
Torrentini. Their fans had their
way with us too! "Dave Arnott?
Dave are not a ball player!" "Hey
one-five, yer supposed ta warm up
before ya pitch, not after!" "Look
at them northern haircuts!" Pizza
Hut gave away free pizzas for every
home run hit off us!
Moving on, we played NC
State and saw Jim Valvano before
the Wolf Pack started to 'shave'.
We came real close to beating
Duke, and they refused to shake
our hands. What class!
There was our own team of
Solimine and Mancini. They liked
Danny Buchanan! They liked to
play catch, using Dan's body for
the ball. We stayed at a hotel near
William & Mary with ten women's
lacrosse teams. That night, the
Joe's wheeled Dan on a luggage
cart room to room, asking the girls
if they had lost this particular piece
of 'luggage'.
We lost all our games down
South, but back home we went 1511, winning 12 of our last 15 games.
Diamond Jim Hoffman tossed a
no-hit gem on April 1st. Joe Sol hit
a home run off Interstate 93 at
Holy Cross. At Central Connecticut we played a 5 1/2 hour marathon-game-from-hell. The game
ended on a dropped 3rd strike as
Solimine fell down trying to tag
the batter. "I felt like I was in a
dream when you can't move - like
a turtle on it's back!" He did get
the out though.
Sophomore year was a 1325 struggle, but not without it's
bright spots. Mike Svab hit three
home runs in one game vs. Hartford. Dan Buchanan was MAAC
Player of the Week, with 4 doubles
vs. Ionaanda.500 average. Against
UConn, I had to retrieve a home
run ball near Julie Hall, so I climbed
on the shuttlebus and got a ride.
Then there was Cleary. He was
playing third base and his zipper
had broken. Brian was yelling
(Cont'd p. 19, Field)
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Little Things to Remember.
Sean Looney
Contributing Writer
I'm not going to write a
"Boo-Hoo-Gooey" Mushy article
about all the great times we've had
over the last four years and what
we've accomplished during our
collegiate careers, because I believe it's better done than said and
some other sentimental senior sap
probably already had.
Instead I decided to write a
blurb about little things that may
not get much thought, or all together go unnoticed, but perhaps
years down the road we may reflect on them and get a laugh out of
them.
I hope all of you can somehow relate to one thing or another—
Being hungover & not well
hung, sand in your shoes, NOT
REMBERING, REMEMBERING, late night binges, nuking,
puking repeatedly, kissing members of the same sex, Keg Quests,
30 degree pees, squatting, bat boat
& keg races, bonfires, beach volleyball, not being able to remember his/her name especially the next
morning, quoting movies, WALK
OF SHAME, walking in on them,
playing the face game, sucking
face, PDA, Kegs & Eggs, cleaning
up the "cousin it" like furball in the
drain after your housemate showers, fireworks, Sargeants,
MTWBWY, parties at the fishbowl (HA-HA), bad singing,
CLUB FROG, getting written on
or doing the writing/shaving, hooking up getting over, mauling, banging flesh or watching a friend do it,
blacking out, smelling one of the
"boyz" stinking heaters (BOMB),
3-man, and musical quarters.
And...having your face
pressed up against the cement walls
u^h^ownhous^Dasementsdur-

ing a party, early morning drink
fests, alumni, roadtrips, house odor,
second winds, rumors, interactionsatisfaction, "maturing",
kegkilling or lack there of, getting
dinner cooked for you when all
you did wuz bring da Booze, golf
on a sandbar, getting kidnapped,
the drool protuding from a friends
lip (Bear), whassup (muchach),
BONDING, The Grape, DJing,
sleeping with a roomate in the same
bed and smelling his alwful morning zachly breath (jonus), toecheese
sandwiches, beaverdams, showing
off your chubby, Sunday morning
storytime, Cheers, latenites,
lushfacing, sloppiness, hitting it
on the sweet spot, having no idea
whats going on, staying up when
you want to sleep, Monday nite
wastoids, The Simpsons & shelled
ones, BEAVERS/Beavs, your
drinking capacity, a "thirst" for
knowledge.
And 3 AM starting of a 15
page paper, old tests, cramming,
blowin it off, or just blowing it,
skin conditioner baths (jugs)> THE
BOYZ, farm animals, that empty
jar of pickles in your fridge, living
in crap, feeling like ti but strapping
it on, biting the dog that bit you,
sloppy smoochin, nicebox, in house
rugby matches, nakedness, grunting, whipped, highlighting, hangin
out, dogfood, golden showers,
sheep, drinking ABC food, howling at the moon, Paulis rub down,
Mardi Grau, carbushing, rowboats,
the big guy, IRISH CURSE, big
pieces, jello shots, ELS, PMS,
shopping at goodwill, ID shuffle,
RED SEA, MAAC Champs, hitchhiking, streaking in the quad, getting notes, Promos, Demos, NEVERENDING BUZZ, safety-slugs,
did you get some, snooze buttons,
90-190 fests, smoothies or hummej£?^lavfacesJheajLjjh-a(vie(s--

poker, bed stealing, last call,
Rock&Roll, spanking, stagherrats,
pump it up, sho win up, channel 61,
the naut, cupless, war stories, rolling over, thanx-good nite, crispy
critters. And...Wannatakeawalk
on the beach?, parking tickets, that
old security guy, sammy the rat,
suck it up, goobers, 7-11 burrittos,
the dirt, not getting carded on your
21 st, Que 'un dia, spinning weights,
floor parties, 1 room around the
worlds in the orient? the quad,
nicknames, waterfights inside and
out, Als, Woodsend, Tuesdays,
NYC, dipping, marty and lennys,
stalegtite loogies, getting wood,
hearts, payin $ for 15 minute
dances, 10 ft. bar, snoring, living
with an owl (Ben), Keys in the
dorms, rudeness in seilers, pennying in, firealarms at 4:15 3 nites in
a row, busting chops, 2 in a nite,
stly in profilin blowdry in, overated,
bad art on campus, tongue hockey,
photos, stealing clothes, "borrow-

ing" food, transvestites, 70's bash,
airbands, mutant turtles, SPRING
BREAK, freshmen 15, ice cream
bar, suggestion books, AYMAN
(repeatedly), drink or sink, skunk
hunting, panty raids, bloody
mary's, rats, bats, snowball fights,
fogged car windows, waking up in
unknown terf, intramurals, unpaid
bills.
And... 400 nites, wales tales
& blue whales, getting locked out,
wild thang, goldfish dish,
swampjump, New Years Eve,
clueless cooking, Screwdriven
frogs, crickets, TinGym, J. Mapes,
being an underclassmen, clamjam,
75 cent Milwaukees, infinite pasta,
informal formals, exagerating, irresponsibility, boob tubing marathons, top tens, loud toonage,
mikita's, senseless wrestling,
stressing, getting by & getting
lucky, private jokes, the traveling
word, speaking in foriegn tongues,
saucepans, the naut, EM, making

money at the grape, sibling abuse,
over staying your welcome, initiation, dominoes, the mayor & his
bike, floor parties, sleeping late as in very, listening to corny lines,
butterfly first dates, MIA, happy
hours, free food, seilers, reversable
underwear, shocking chick talk,
slingshots, wiffleball, having a
catch, spinning rooms, fridge
binges, ACTING STUPID OFTEN, rain man impersonations,
hidden tuna, floor wars, cheesy
toons, spontanaity, rebellion,
kegstands, tap hits, zulus, study
lounge parties, many good times,
USING THE COLLEGE EXCUSE!
I love you friends, class of
90 is an original, don't lose ties
with your particular ratpack and
don't long for the old days, re-*
member them with happiness and
never forget that your best years
are always ahead of you.

Da Boyz in Bimini - Spring Break 1990
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The Mauve Platypus
Peter "Shep" Shepardson
Contributing Writer
As I sat at Al's Place last
night, I was moved to write an
article giving you an insight to the
members of the Mauve Platypus.
At my table was Jen O'Malley,
Norm, Short Bus, and Wally.
Johnny Gallagher was at the bar
with those "Crazy Men" form the
Green Turtle. After a couple of
beers we started to come up with
some good stuff.
Now as I sit trying to write
this I can' t remember most of what
we came up with. Turtle was all
fired up to help me write this but as
I look into his room I can see that
he is fast asleep and it's now 11:56
am. I guess I'll go at it alone.
The boyz from the Mauve
Platypus, how shall I describe
them? First there's Joey "Isaac"
Petrozzo, the oldest one in the
house. Here are his top five pet
peeves: 1. I can't stand it when
your car gets boxed in by someone
you don't know. 2. If you put
something in the fridge make sure
you cover it so it won't dry up. 3.
After you use a dish wash it. 4.
Someone keeps stealing my socks.
5. When you are done with the
tooth paste put the cap back on.
Then there's the littlest
member of the Platypus, Brian
"Wally" Walsh. He lists his top
five reasons why he likes the Stagher Inn: 1. The greasy pizza. 2.
hockey puck stag bites. 3. I've got
to eat healthy because of my stomach problems. 4. I eat there because I love the taste of Turns. 5.
Everyone else hangs out there
anyways.
Our very own walking
encyclopedia James "Short Bus"
Raymond dictates his five most
favorite facts: 1. The temperature
of the sun's core is 15 million
degrees centigrade. 2. How vitamin E prevents hang overs. 3. The

weather outlook for the next 2
weeks. 4. The economy of
Malyasia. 5. How Tom Feeley
and he would rock on Jeopardy.
John "Turtle" Shea is
probably the easiest one to write
about. After 4 years of hardcore
partying he wants to night drink
rest. 1. Give me a dip and I'll be
O.K. 2. give me a Big Gulp. 3.
Shake his leg which leads to full
body convulsions. 4. Watch YO
MTV Raps. 5. Go get High Risk
and start all over again.
Let' s talk about the guy who
gets more run in our house than a
mere mortal man could
withstand—Erik Clifford James
Anderson III or more affectionately called NORM. He lists why
chicks really dig his ways: 1. I
drive a fast car. 2. I'm just down
right good looking. 3.1 can handle
my scotch and any other form of
alcohol. 4. I play racquetball, do
aerobics, and stay fit and trim. 5.
Hey, I'm the Sweedish Erotica.
Last but not least we have
Pete "Shep" Shepardson - me.
Five reasons why I would leave a
keg. 1. It's dead. 2. There's more
beer somewhere else with less
people. 3. His mother is calling
him to dinner. 4. Someone wants
to pay for all his drinks at the
Grape. 5. Jonus and he are tired of
working the keg for the past two
years and they are tired of stepping
aside for the next person to take
over.
That' s a look into the Mauve
Platypus. My hangover has subsided but it's now 2:05pm and
Turtle is still in bed. GET UP! This
four year trip has been fun and
exciting and I owe most of it to
these five jokers that I call "My
Beloved Housemates." from the
halls of Regis and the rugby pitch,
to the Skunk House and the Mauve
Platypus these boyz have stuck
together even though they are as
different as night and day.

I'm really going to miss
Sean Carroll
Contributing Senior
As I walked into the Sea
Grape a couple of Tuesdays ago to
listen to my housemates DJ, I said
to myself, "I'm really going to
miss coming over here on Tuesdays." I then began to think what
stood out in my mind as my favorite time here at Fairfield.
Was it:
...late night trips to New Rochelle
and allowing Michelle Cullen and
Meg Eckenroad to throw cheerios
in my car?
...being a Red Sox fan in Woods'
End in order to entertain my housemates, Chris and Glenn?
...bailing Ben and Sean out of the
Federal Prison?
...stealing Touch of Grey's underwear and then seeing Kay Lynn,
Carrie, and Holly go skinnydipping with the boys in the Sound?
...always being on the losing intramural teams from Jogues that

started winning after I left?
...going to Spring Break junior year
in Jamaica and falling in love with
hair conditioner?
...going to High Tide, Low Tide,
and the Zoo's Christmas parties or
to the Dog House and Girl's Duplex morning parties?
...seeing Turtle every Sunday at
our home?
...35 cent drafts at Fuddruckers,
Tanglewood Happy Hour or visiting Al's Place?
.. .mat trip to Atlantic City and Georgetown last October?
...being Secretary of Very Special
Events?
...being in the Committee with
Water, Cocktail, and Sarge giving
promos and demos?
...being a member of the Red Sea
and seeing us win the MAAC that
special night in the Meadowlands?
...going with the Turtle Boys to get
the "Bird"?
...seeing Shep or Jonus holding the
tap to a keg?

...590, 400, 190, or 90 Nights?
...being at Club Albino with the
girls from On the Rocks thinking
they were on Dance Party USA?
...being at the Duplex-sponsored
Clam Jam or the Halloween parties at the Big House and Rimala?
...talking to Wilma on her last
voyage to see the Yankees vs. Red
Sox?
...Willie Lynch in the Stag-Her?
...Father Carrier opening my eyes
and allowing me to see the world a
little better?
...the Albino Frog boys or Touch
of Grey girls being there when I
needed something?
After running through all of
these events that stuck out in my
mind, I realized one thing: No
single event stands out above the
others. I enjoyed so much with so
many different friends. All my
friends, thanks for everything. And
Fairfield, thanks for the memories.
It's been great.

COOPERS & LYBRAND IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT THE FOLLOWING
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
WILL BE JOINING OUR FIRM:

MARY TARA CARHART
KATHLEEN CONDON
ELIZABETH LAURELLA
KIMBERLY MALEC
MICHELE RUSSANO
PATRICIA SCOTT

HARTFORD OFFICE
STAMFORD OFFICE
BOSTON OFFICE
STAMFORD OFFICE
PARSIPPANY OFFICE
STAMFORD OFFICE

Solutions
for Business
mSStwm
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Going, going, gone...
Ric Brown
Sportsas Editorarum Emeritus
It seems like the only thing to
do this week is to try to put the last
four years of college life into some
sort of perspective. To see where
we've been. And where we're
headed. And to try to do it without
becoming a womanly mess of tears.
The best way for a sports
editor to do this, I think, is to look
at the last four years by remembering what happened in the world of
courts, balls, and fields over that
time span. And you won't become
a womanly mess of tears this way
either. Unless you rooted for the
Red Sox.
Here follows assorted milestones from the world of sports, as
well as some from my life and
yours, that occurred during our
years at Fairfield.
September, 1986...Chris
Ritchie, R.A. on Kostka III decides it would be "really cool" if all
the guys on Kostka III take the
F.U.S.A. trip to Shea Stadium to
watch the Mets play the Cubs.
Many of us freshmen feel
this will be a good way to get to
know our classmates, so we go.
It turns out that the Mets win
the National League Eastern Division for the first time in 13 years, as
40 Fairfield University students sit
in the upper deck behind home
plate and watch.
As Wally Backman flips to
Keith Hernandez for the final out,
fans storm the field grabbing pieces
of grass.
The Fairfield University students head back to Fairfield University with more than an acre of
Shea Stadium turf stashed in the
luggage compartments of the Greyhound bus.
Dad plants my piece in the
front yard.
October, 1986... Rob
Tockarshewsky asks Kara Hargraves to the Harvest Dance, even
though he really wanted to take
Jeanette Rabbat and Kara really
wanted to go with me.
I don't go to the dance. I
rationalize the fact that I couldn't
get a date by insisting that I wanted
to watch the World Series anyway.
John McNamara signals to
the bullpen and in comes Bob
Stanley to pitch the ninth inning
and give the Red Sox their first
World Championship since the
invention of the wheel.

Keith Hernandez goes into
the clubhouse and has a beer.
Stanley throws the wild pitch,
Kevin Mitchell scores the tying
run.
Mookie Wilson fouls off 87
pitches. Bill Buckner watches a
ball roll through his legs. The
Mets win. Shouts of joy echo out
of Kostka Hall room 307.
Kara leaves Rob at the dance
to join the celebration.
Rob comes home and drinks
three cases of cheap vodka in 22
seconds. Rob vomits for the rest of
the month. Chris Brown, Joseph
C. Devito, Ric Brown, and Kara
Hargraves sit in room 307, make
bad jokes and laugh riotously every time Rob tosses another cookie.
Rob and Jeanette begin a
tumultuous romance a short time
later.
November, 1987... Mom and
Dad come to visit. Mom wonders
why Dawn Henderson is sitting
in the room as I dress myself. I
explain to Mom, "It's college Mom,
relax."
January, 1987... A banner
year for New York sports fans
comes to a joyous end as Phil
Simms throws a perfect game at
the Denver Broncos and Phil
McConkey scores a touchdown
and Jim Burt carries his kid around
the Rose Bowl. Giants 39, Broncos 20.
February, 1987... The Fairfield Stags, mired in a losing season, take on Holy Cross on Senior
Night as Alumni Hall says goodbye to Jeff Gromos, Eddie
Golden, Tim O'Toole, A.J.
Wynder and Paul Fabbri.
The Stags trail the Crusaders
by five points with 20 seconds left
and Holy Cross is shooting a twoshot technical foul. The season
will surely end on a losing note.
On this night though, Mitch
Buonaguro begins to make use of
the divine power which he possessed during a three-week span of
1987.
Stags come back, and with
three seconds left they have a
chance to win. Wynder throws up
an airball from 25 feet with two
seconds left, Gromos grabs the ball
out of the air and deposits it in the
basket as time runs out.
Mitch dances around the
floor.
CAC Note... The last sentence is a bit of what your English
Lit teachers refer to as foreshadowing. Take note.
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March, 1987... A convoy of
14 buses heads to the Meadowlands to watch Fairfield take on
Iona in the final of the MAAC
tournament.
Fairfield has gotten to the
final as the seventh seed by thoroughly shutting down Lionel Simmons and LaSalle in the first round.
They then come from behind to
defeat national scoring leader
Kevin Houston and the Cadets of
Army in the semi-finals.
Chants of "Repeat, repeat,
repeat," can be heard from the Stag
faithful as they leave New Jersey
after Game One.
Mr. Pete "Re-Pete"
Crispino, thinks the Stag faithful
are chanting his name. He begins
to engage in pleasant conversation
with each and every fan who has
chanted the words "Repeat, repeat,
repeat."
The Stag faithful come to the
Meadowlands en masse sporting
"Red Sea" t-shirts and mugging
for Mom and Dad in front of the
ESPN cameras.
Iona grabs a 17-point lead
with just 12 minutes remaining in
the contest.
Mitch calls a time-out.
O'Toole tells his mates that they
will not be embarassed on national
TV.
Stags come all the way back
as Troy Bradford, who is just a
sophomore, nails a three-pointer
to tie the game with under a minute
left.
Iona scores on a baseline

Kevin Stevens blows his champagne horn prior to Harvest, 1988.
jumper with five ticks left to retake the lead.
Mitch harnesses a little more
of the divine power.
Wynder takes the in-bounds
pass under the Iona hoop, dribbles
the length of the court, stops 17
feet from the hoop and launches
his silky smooth jumper. It snaps
twine. We go to overtime.
Eddie Golden hits two free
throws, his only two points of the
game, in OT to give the Stags the
lead for good.
Stag fans rush the Meadowlands floor as the final buzzer
sounds.
14 buses head back to Fairfield.
Sign reading "Mitch is God,"
hangs from the security booth at
the front gate.
Students storm the quad and
burn funiture as a huge bonfire
lights up the night sky at 1 a.m.
Mitch and his troops are
greeted at Alumni Hall at 3 a.m. by
600 screaming fans .
This is a happy night.
Later that month... Fairfield
gets sent to the Hoosier Dome for
the first round of the NCAA Tournament. Playing in front of 50,000
Hoosier fans, Stags get pummelled
by Indiana.
Nobody cares. That much.
Indiana later wins the national championship, beating
Syracuse 73-72 on a Keith Smart
buzzer-beater.
April, 1987... Jeff Schnei-
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der '87, the kid who told me in
January of 1987, "Ric, before you
know it this (college) is all going to
be over, so make sure you enjoy
it," I didn't really believe him,and
I still refuse to believe him, said to
me, "Hey Ric, what's it going to
take for the Mets to lose the pennant this year." I say, "Gooden has
to break his arm." He says,
"Gooden is in re-hab, he parties
too much."
Mets begins roller-coaster
season.
Later that month... Gary
Hart has sex with Donna Rice.
Summer, 1987... Nothing
major happens.
September, 1987... A couple
of transfers join the fun in Kostka
Hall, namely Dave "Champ" Ciampi and Kevin "Steve" Stevens.
Ciampi and Stevens hang out together since they're both transfers
and Stevens is scared to death
because he shares a suite with Mike
"Don't call me Bill" Peet and
twin Cacs.
Ciampi throws up on Stevens' pillow during the first weekend of the semester. Everyone
immediately thinks Ciampi is a
real "lame-o."
Ciampi spends the rest of his
Fairfield career trying to rid himself of the bad rap.
Stevens and Peet become best
friends soon after Peet promises
not to throw up on Stevens' pillow.
Also in this month... Marty
McGlynn moves into Kostka Hall.
Sports Phone goes out of business
as McGlynn consistently updates
the tri-state area on what's happening in the world of sports.
Also in this month... Mets face
Cardinals in pivotal three-game
series at Shea which will decide
the pennant. Mets need a sweep.
Terry Pendleton takes
Roger McDowell deep over the
centerfield fence in the ninth inning and the Cardinals win the first
game in extra innings.
October, 1987... Royals beat
Cardinals in all-Missouri World
Series. Nobody, except me, seems
to care.
Later that month... Mirror
Sports Editor Gareth Charter
gives me my first jounalism assignment with the Mirror. I cover
a field hockey game. I know nothing about field hockey. I write the
story anyway, and it comes out
pretty well.
The following Thursday I
grab a stack of Mirrors with scissors in hand ready to send Mom
and Dad my field hockey story.
Charter doesn't print the story.
Claims the term "field hockeyheads" doesn't appear enough
times in the story.
I quit.
November, 1987... I propose
marriage to Pam Zimmitti for the
first time. She accepts.
January, 1988... The Redskins, my favorite football team,
win a Super Bowl for the second
time in the eighties. They score

five touchdowns in the second
period and drub the hapless Broncos.
The Redskins prove adept at
winning Super Bowls in strikeravaged seasons. February, 1988... Mitch
takes his Stags into the MAAC
tournament as the number-seven
seed once again.
This time the Stags have to
go to Jersey City to take on St.
Peter's in the first round.
Mitch is waving his magic
wand again as visions of threepeat dance in the heads of the Stag
faithful.
Fairfield trails by one point
with 10 seconds remaining. Stags
work the play Mitch has drawn up
to perfection. Marvin Walters
finds Harold Brantley all alone
under the Stag hoop with two seconds left and Brantley deposits the
game-winning layup.
Mitch dances on the floor.
This isn't American Bandstand.
Officials give Mitch a technical foul for premature celebration, saying a second remains on
the clock.
St. Peter's player hits both
free throws and the Stags lose.
Mitch's halo begins to disappear.
Later that month... The
Lady Stags win the MAAC championship.
March, 1988... Joseph C.
DeVito becomes Editor-in-Chief
of the Mirror. He asks me to be
his sports editor. I say thank you,
but decline.
Later, former rock star John
"Bon Jovi" Courtmanche, a onetime roommate of current rock star
Ben "Sick Dog" de la Cruz, suggests that I apply for the sports
editor position. Trusting Courtmanche's good judgment of journalistic talent, I apply for the position and receive the title of cosports editor along with noted axmurderer Andy Davis.
Just a note to anyone I've
alienated over the past two years
with any comment I might have
made in the Press Box : Blame
Courtmanche or DeVito. I didn't
want the job.
April, 1988... Kevin Stevens, Henry "Hank" Acevedo,
Mike Morrone and I go down to
Shea Stadium for Opening Day.
Ron Darling shuts out the Expos.
Morrone gets a mention
simply because on more than one
occasion he practically wrote the
Press Box for me in the early days.
Later that month... The
New Jersey Devils sneak their way
into the Wales Conference finals
against the Boston Bruins. During
the seven-game series, Devils'
Coach Jim Schoenfeld tells a
hockey referee, Jim Koharsky to
"eat another doughnut." Koharsky and his cohorts refuse to officiate the next game and college officials do the game. The Devils win
(Cont'd p. 21, Press Box)

